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Annual Report of Naka Fusion Research Establishment

from April 1, 1994 to March 31, 1995

Naka Fusion Research Establishment

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Naka-machi, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken

(Received October 27, 1995)

Research and development activities at Naka Fusion Research Establishment,

JAERI, are reported for the period from April 1, 1994 to March 31, 1995.

The main objectives of the JT-60 experiments are: confinement

improvement, impurity control and divertor studies, steady-state studies, and

energetic particle physics. In FY 1994 the highest fusion-triple-product of

1.2Xi02Im~3 • s • keV • was marked in high-£ p H-mode plasma through the

optimization of target plasma, heating profile and first wall condition.

Regarding steady operation, the triple fusion product of 4.4x1020nr3 • s •

keV was sustained for 1.5sec in the ELMy phase of the high-/3p H-mode.

Plasma current of 1MA was sustained by non-inductive full current with

NB(37$) and with bootstrap current(74$). Helium ash exhaustion, simulated

with helium beam injection, demonstrated that wall pumping with the solid

target boronization reduced the helium content to one-third of that without

boronization and kept constant accumulation^/*) and the helium neutral

pressure in the divertor(1 X1CT3 Pa). JFT-2M experiments progressed in the

momentum transport study by applying an external helical field and toroidal

momentum input with NBI, and also, the boundary plasma study through the

introduction of an electric field in the scrape-off layer(SOL) by the

divertor biasing. A design of divertor modification for a closed divertor

study was carried out with keeping the divertor biasing capability being kept.

The study in Plasma Theory and Computation focused on the stability of the

Editors: Nagashima T. (Chief), Naito 0., Ogiwara N., Saigusa M., Seki M.,

Murasawa M., Uehara Y.
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Toroidal Alfven Eigenmode(TAE) mode as well as analyses of confinement and

heating process, MHD equilibrium and stability analyses. Progress in the Dfll

-D experiments was obtained in the studies of divertor radiation, advanced

tokamak and VH-mode plasma.

As for the fusion technology research, activities are focused on the

Research and Development (R&D) for ITER EDA: superconducting magnets, neutral

beam heating, radio frequency heating, plasma facing components, reactor

structure, remote maintenance, shielding branket, tritium processing, tritium

safety and fusion safety. In the development of pulsed poloidal field coils,

R&D for mass-production of a 9.6ton Nb3Sn conductor was completed and

fabrication of a 9.6ton Nb3Sn for 13T was started for ITER. In the

development of the DC toroidal field coils, a high performance Nb3Al strand

was also developed. The full-sized conductor with 1152 strands successfully

produced 39kA at 11.6T and Y.1K. Construction of a MeV-class ion source test

facility was completed and the negative H beam was successfully accelerated up

to 580keV with a drain current of 110mA for 1sec. Stable, high efficiency,

high power generation was demonstrated in a gyrotron with beam energy

recovery. By the application of an electron retarding potential, efficiency

was enhanced from 30 to 50% at 610kW for 50msec and UOOkW for 4sec at 110GHz.

Development of an ITER-relevant 170GHz gyrotron was started. A new tritium

removal system using gas separation membranes was studied so as to develop a

more compact and cost-effective system for a fusion reactor. A divertor

mockup consisting of a flat-plate unidirectional CFC(carbon fiber reinforced

carbon composite) armors brazed onto W/Cu composites successfully endured a

heat load of 25MW7m2 , 30sec for more than 1000 thermal cycles. Special

emergency bearing resistant to large lift forcing was fabricated and tested

for the ceramic turbo-viscous pump designed for ITER. The R&D efforts of the

reactor structure development focused on the fabrication and testing of a

full-scaled section model of double-walled vacuum vessel. Fabricability of

the HIPped(Hot Isostatic Pressing) first wall of the ITER shield blanket was

investigated through the fabrication of test specimens and partial mockups.

Based on the Outline Design approved in March 199U by the ITER Council a

sensitivity study was conducted by the new director and JCT in close

collaboration with four Home Teams in order to determine the optimum way to

achieve a reduction in the cost of ITER while minimizing the impacts

regarding its performance margins. Japanese Home Team carried out a part of

the ITER design based on task agreements, mainly in the field of vacuum

vessel, first wall and blanket, initial assembly, etc. The DREAM tokamak

reactor concept was improved focusing on the reactor internals and safety.
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那珂研究所年報(平成 6年度)

日本原子力研究所

那珂研究所

(1995年10月27日受理)

原研・那珂研究所における平成6年度 (1994年4月-1995年3月)の研究開発活動について報

告する。

JT-60の主な実験目的は、閉じ込め特性の改善、不純物制御、ダイパータに関する研究、定

常化研究、及び、高エネルギー粒子物理の研究である。 1994年度の実験ハイライトは、高βpHモ

ードのプラズマにより、核融合積1.2x1021m-3・s• keVが記録された。定常化の観点では、高β

pHモードのエルミ一期間中に核融合積4.4x 1020m-3 
• s・keVが維持された。無誘導電流に

より 1MAの完全プラズマ電流が中性粒子入射による電流 (37%)とブートストラップ電流

(74%)により維持された。ヘリウム灰排気に関連して、ヘリウムビームの入射により、ボロ

ナイゼーションの場合の壁による排気をシミュレートし、ボロナイゼーションを行わない場合の

1/3にヘリウム量が低減し、ダイパータでのヘリウム分子の圧力は 1x 1O-3Paに達した。また、

JFT-2M実験では、外部ヘリカル磁場の印加、及び、中性子粒子入射によりトロイダル方向

にモーメンタムを与えることにより、モーメンタムの輸送に関する研究、及び、ダイパータへの

電圧印加によるスクレープ層での電界の導入によるプラズマ境界物理の研究が進展した。また、

クローズ型ダイパータの設計がダイパータへの電圧印加とともに進められた。プラズマ理論・数

値解析では、アルフヴェン固有モードの研究を中心に、プラズマの閉じ込め、加熱機構の解折、

MHDの平衡や安定性の解析が行われた。日米協力によるDlli-Dの実験では、ダイパータ放射、

先進的トカマク、 VHモードプラズマで進展があった。

核融合炉工学については、国際熱核融合実験炉 (ITER)の工学設計活動 (EDA)に関連

して、超電導磁石、中性粒子入射加熱、高周波加熱、プラズマ対向機器、炉構造、遠隔保守、遮

蔽ブランケット、トリチウムの処理と安全、核融合炉の安全に閲する技術を中心に開発研究

(R&D)が進んでいる。超電導パルス磁石については、高性能のNb3Al導体が開発され、 11.6T， 

7.1K において39kAの通電が実証された。高エネルギー負イオンビームの開発では、 580keVで

110mA (引き出し電流値)をl秒間加速するのに成功した。高周波技術では、周波数110GHzヅャイ

ロトロンにおいて、エネルギ一回収により出力 610kW、50ms'こおいて効率を30%から50%に高効

那阿研究所:干311-01 茨城県那珂郡那同町向山801-1 ， 
編集者:永島孝(責任者)、内藤磨、荻原徳男、三枝幹雄、閑昌弘、

村沢道彦、上原勇相

iv 
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率化するとともに、高効率運転による 400kW、4秒という長パルス試験にも成功した。 ITER

用の170GHz:;ャイロトロンの開発を開始した。 ITER用として開発した 1m長のダイパータ試

験体 CCF C材料)による試験では、 25刷/目12の熱流束で;30秒間、 1000サイクルの試験に耐えた。

新しいトリチウム回収技術として、気体分離膜による方法が開発されたが、これはよりコンパク

トで経済的な方法として有望なものである。 ITERに関連する炉構造開発として、 2重壁構造

の大型部分モデルの製作が行われ、第一壁・遮蔽ブランケットの熱問静水圧加工 CH1 P)によ

る製作性について試験体と部分モデルにより製作技術が確立した。

1994年 3月の ITER理事会に承認された概要設計に基づき、感度研究が新しい所長と ITE

R中央共同チームと各極の国内チームとの密接な協力により進められ、性能を下げずにコストを

軽減する方策が検討された。日本国内チームは、タスク契約に基づき、特に、真空容器、第一壁

・ブランケット、初期組立等の設計に貢献した。核融合動力炉に関しては、 DREAMトカマク

炉の概念検討を進め、安全性等について進展があった。

V 

i NEXT PAGE(S)left BLANK.I 
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Foreword

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI), Naka Fusion Research Establishment

(Naka), have been conducting fusion experiments on JT-60, JFT-2M, and DIH-D (US-Japan

collaboration) regarding their physics activities. As for the technology, activities have been

focused on R&D for the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER)-Engineering

Design Activity (EDA). In addition, JAERI have been organizing the Japanese Home Team

involving Japanese industries, which is giving strong support to the Joint Central Team (JCT) of

ITER-EDA.

The aim of the JT-60 program is to study confinement improvement, impurity control with

a magnetic divertor, steady-state operation and energetic particle physics. The JFT-2M and DIH.-D

are continuing studies on the advanced tokamak concepts with higher stability limits and an

ingenious profile control. The study in theory and computation has been carried out on the topics

of confinement analyses, MHD stability and burning physics.

As for the ITER technology R&D, ongoing activities are superconducting magnets, neutral

beam heating, radio frequency heating, plasma facing components, reactor structure, remote

maintenance, shielding blanket and tritium technology. Also based on the Outline Design issued in

March 1994 by the ITER Council the sensitivity study was conducted by the director and JCT in

close collaboration with four Home Teams.

The highlight of the JT-60 experiment was the highest fusion-triple-product of 1.2 x 1021

m"3-S-keV, marked in high-Pp H-mode. Remarkable progress was also made regarding studies on

steady-state operation, helium-ash exhaust, etc. related to ITER physics R&D. In ITER

engineering R&D, a full-size conductor with high performance Nb3Al strands demonstrated 39 kA

at 11.6 T and 7.1 K. The development of a negative ion source and a high efficiency gyrotron

both for ITER showed that significant progress had been made.

The JAERI Fusion Program is based on the Third Phase Basic Program of Fusion

Research and Development laid down by the Atomic Energy Commission of Japan in 1992. All of

JAERI's Naka programs can supply essential information for preparing the next generation core

devices such as ITER. Since October 1992 JAERI, Naka have provided a Joint Work Site for the

JCT of ITER-EDA, as well as in Garching and San Diego.

Yuji Tanaka

Director General

Naka Fusion Research

Establishment, JAERI
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I. JT-60 PROGRAM

1. Overview

JT-60 is a single null divertor tokamak with capability of plasma current Ip < 6 MA,

toroidal magnetic field Bt< 4.4 T, aspect ratio A =3.2-4.5, and shape parameters 8 < 0.3, K <

1.8. Additional heating of the neutral beam (NB), 36 MW, lower hybrid (LH), 7 MW, and ion

cyclotron (IC), 7 MW, were installed. Main objectives of the JT-60 project are: (1) confinement

improvement, (2) impurity control and divertor studies, (3) steady-state studies, and (4) energetic

particle physics. On the basis of these studies, contribution to the ITER physics R&D and

providing a database for the conceptual design of fusion power reactors like SSTR are being

sought.

The highest fusion triple product no(0) Tj(O) TE of 1.2 X 1021 keV s m~3 was marked

during FY 1994 in high-Pp H-mode plasma through the optimization of target plasma, heating

profile, and first wall condition. The high performance of high-Pp H-mode plasma could be

achieved by the formation of the internal thermal barrier, which was first observed in JT-60 in the

plasma inside as well as in the plasma periphery. From the aspect of steady operation, the triple

fusion product of 4.4 x 1020 keV s m~3 was sustained for 1.5 s in the ELMy phase of the high-Pp

H-mode.

Plasma current of 1 MA was sustained by non-inductive full current drive with NB (37%),

and with bootstrap current (74%). The results have demonstrated the plasma conditions for the

Steady-State Tokamak Reactor (SSTR). Non-inductive current drive was also sustained by LH

wave injection with two multi-junction launchers and by tangential NB. Maximum driven current

of 3.6 MA (LH), 0.6 MA (NB) and maximum drive efficiency TICD of 0.35 x 1020 A W^m"2

(LH), 0.075 x 1020 A W^m"2 (NB) were achieved, respectively. Current profile control with

LH and NB could also be demonstrated.

Helium ash exhaustion, simulated with the helium beam injection, showed that wall

pumping with the solid target boronization reduced the helium content to one-third of that without

boronization and kept the helium accumulation constant in the core plasma (5%) and the helium

neutral pressure in the divertor (1 x 10~3 Pa). The results look quite promising for the ITER

design.

Radiative divertor was produced by strong gas puff in L-mode plasma, which produced a

divertor radiation fraction having an input power of up to 70%. Although 40% of the input power

was radiated at the divertor in ELMy H-mode, optimization to prevent the neutral particle influx

was required from viewpoint of sustaining the improved confinement in a core plasma.

Improved confinement and steady-state operation research will be undertaken with a

negative-NB experiment starting early in 1996, and with a closed divertor installation late in 1996.

- 1 -
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2. Operation of the JT-60

2.1 Tokamak

2.1.1 Operation and maintenance of the JT-60 machine

Operation and maintenance of the JT-60 machine have been carried out almost on schedule.

In relation to vacuum leakage, it was observed that a diagnostic window and an insulated joint of

RF had cracked. Water leakage of the drift tube of the tangential neutral beam injector could also

be observed. These damaged parts were repaired immediately, and then we were able to recover

JT-60 to an efficient extent. Moreover, three main turbo molecular pumps were exchanged for

new pumps, and the programmable controller of the exhaust section was changed. Regarding the

gas injector, the damaged bellows of the gas injector was also changed, and a new piezoelectric

actuator gas injection valve was developed. Pellets of deuterium, neon and mixture for them were

also developed, and the projection tests were successful. We could also find the crack in the

cooling tube of the toroidal coil, which caused water leakage in 1992, using a newly developed

fiber scope. V coil joint-bars were installed for the experiment of high triangularity configuration

plasma. In October 1994, a water cooling experiment for divertor tiles was carried out

successfully. In the in-situ boronization system, deuterium gas injection was added, and then, the

6th boronization was performed using this newly modified system in March 1995.

2.1.2 Operation results of plasma facing components

Various wall conditioning methods have been used in JT-60. Especially, boronization has

been used successfully to reduce any oxygen impurity. We have two methods for boronization.

One is a boronization system using decaborane, and the other is, the so-called, solid target

boronization (STB) using B4C-converted CFC divertor tiles installed along the toroidal ring. The

wall conditioning time after the vacuum vessel vent has been actually shortened using these

methods. Six boronization experiments have been carried out so far. In the 6th boronization test

using a gas mixture of deuterium and helium in glow discharge instead of helium only, a reduction

in hydrogen in the boron film could be achieved. On the other hand, the B4C-converted CFC tiles

installed in December 1993 served the real-time STB due to the strong evaporation of the B4C-

converted layer. Figure 1.2.1-1 shows severe melting surfaces of the B4C tiles. As a result of

STB, a low concentration level of impurities was able to be achieved.

Water cooling experiment of the divertor tiles, which was carried out in October 1994, showed

that the water cooling of the divertor tiles was also effective in reducing the impurity production.

From the measurements of the tritium content in the graphite first wall tiles removed from JT-60

in November 1993, a total quantity of tritium which remained in the graphite first wall was

estimated to be 1.6xlO10 Bq. This value corresponds to about 50% of the tritium generated from

July 1991 until October 1993 in JT-60.

- 2 -
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Inboard

BUp

Outboard

Fig. 1.2.1-1. A typical view of the divertor tiles after operation until October 1994,
showing severe melting surfaces of B4C tiles installed in December 1993.

CC-NET (Ethernet)

MMIF-NET (Ethernet)

2.2 Control system
The control system continuously works in the JT-60 experiments according to the required

schedule. Two functions were newly developed this fiscal year for the real-time feedback control

system to fulfill the experimental objectives: (a) high triangularity plasma operation, and (b)

neutron production rate feedback control. Since the high triangularity plasma operation was

expected to improve energy confinement and suppress ripple loss, a feedback control algorithm for

plasma triangularity was developed and installed in the equilibrium control computer system. In a

fusion power plant, its

neutron production rate

must be controlled so as to

regulate the electric power

output. To test this

controllability, a function

was added to the feedback

algorithms in which the

neutron production rate

could be controlled to the

reference waveform by

NBI for the actuator.

L ISuiin Spare Station 10

Mtn-machine
Interface
Workstations
(Sun3, Sun Spue) NAKA-NET(Elherncfl

CAMAC System Front End Processor (FEP)
FACOM M780

FigJ.2.2-1. A new data transfer route from JT-60 to the database system.
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For maintenance of the control system, annual inspections are being carried out for the

computer system, control boards, and the signal processing system for plasma control during the

shutdown period from November to December. JT-60 discharge result date is transferred to the

general purpose computer (FACOM M-780, Fujitsu Ltd.) from the central control system (HIDIC

80E, Hitachi Ltd.) through a special channel interface. To rejuvenate the system, those computers

are supposed to be replaced by workstations having high capability at a lower price. For the first

step, the data transfer route through a network, Ethernet, was developed as shown in Fig. 1.2.2-1.

2.3 Power supply
The JT-60 power supply systems, namely, the toroidal field power supply (TFPS), the

poloidal field power supply (PFPS) and the motorgenerator for the heating system (H-MG)

operated on schedule under the JT-60 experimental plan this fiscal year. The power distribution

system and emergency power supply also operated smoothly. As preventive maintenance, the

capacitor banks of the constant voltage constant frequency (CVCF) inverter and the smoothing

capacitors in the uninterruptible power supply system were replaced, respectively.
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Fig.I.2.3-1. New control system for PFPS.

For PFPS, the rejuvenation of the CAMAC control system was completed in January,

1995 [2.3-1]. All of the CAMAC-based 16-bit microcomputers and memory (ROM/RAM)

modules were replaced by VMEbus-based 32-bit microcomputers as shown in Fig.I.2.3-1.
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Modern engineering workstations are dedicated for data communication with the JT-60 central

control computer system (Zenkei) via an Ethernet LAN and for human interface in the operation of

PFPS. After this renewal the operational efficiency has been improved, because the troubles due

to the CAMAC-based microcomputers were decreased to a great extent.

PFPS was also modified as regards the construction of the test facilities for the central

solenoid (CS) model coil under the ITER EDA program. PFPS was used as a pulse power supply

in this test, where the operation pattern with a long pulse up of to 75 s which can be seen in

Fig.I.2.3-2 (a) is required from the viewpoint of both magnetic field strength and its change rate.

However, the maximum period of operation time in the OH-coil power supply (OHPS) was 25 s

in the JT-60 high power pulse operation.

This comes from the thermal limit of the field

windings of the motor generator (P-MG),

whose output voltage is normally 18 kV. The

thyrister converters and snubber resistors

have no thermal limits regarding this

operation pattern. Then, a new operation

mode where the output voltage of MG is 11

kV was added in the automatic voltage

regulator (AVR) of the exciting control

boards. The long pulse operation of PFPS

using a dummy load coil after modification

were successful as shown in Fig.I.2.3-2 (b).

Some modifications in H-MG and the power distribution system were carried out for

supplying electric power to the negative-ion-based NBI system under development.
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Fig. 1.2.3-2. (a) Waveforms of the coil current required for
the CS model coil, (b) Test results using a dummy load coil.

Reference

[2.3-1] Kimura T., Nucl. Instr. and Meth. in Phys. Res. A 352 (1994) 125.

2.4 Neutral beam injection system

The JT-60 neutral beam injection system (JT-60 NBI), consisting of four tangential and 10

quasi-perpendicular beam line units, was operated almost on schedule under the JT-60

experimental plan in this fiscal year. Beam injections into JT-60 were performed successfully at a

beam energy of 80 to 100 keV with beam species of D, H, and ^He. Moreover, ^He beams were

injected into the JT-60 plasma in order to investigate the Toriton burning performance.
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The pumping capability of the mixed gas, ̂ He and D2, was examined by cryo-sorption

using an argon-condensed layer in a quasi-perpendicular beam line cryopump(#l). The sorption

pumping speed for the mixed gas was about 700 m^/s, while, the speed for only the ̂ He gas was

about 480 rn^/s. The amount of the adsorbed mixed gas during the test was 123 Pam3. It was

confirmed that the NBI cryopumps were applicable for density control in the closed type divertor

system.

2.5 Radio-frequency system

2.5.1 LHCD system

The lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) system for JT-60 consists of three sub-systems and

has been operated at the frequency range of 1.74 - 2.23 GHz. Each sub-system could inject RF

power of 2 - 3 MW. The system has two multijunction launchers. The 24 x 4 multifunction

launcher (CD-I1) is driven by one sub-system and the other launcher (CD-2) by two sub-systems.

The CD-2 launcher consists of 4 x 4 multijunction modules. Each module has 12 sub-waveguides

lined up toroidally. Both the launchers were greatly useful to study the current profile control and

wave absorption mechanism.

A launcher is one of the most important components to decide the capability of injection of

RF power to the plasma in the LHCD system. Injection of RF power with short pulses into a

vacuum is very effective for conditioning the launcher quickly and keeping its high power injection

ability. Then, in this fiscal year, we have

improved the RF control system to make it

easier to inject RF power into a vacuum in the

interval of tokamak discharges. A new control

system was added into the existing control

system, as shown in Fig. 1.2.5-1. It consists

of a workstation, VME-bus involving a

timing generator and an exclusive selector.

The existing system mainly works for the

injection into the plasma. The graphical user

interface and a mouse key-in are adopted in

the additional system so that it is designed to

operate the LHCD system easily and quickly.

ADDITIONAL SYSTEM

Setting Power,
Phase &Timing

Exclusive
Selector

EXISTING SYSTEM

Workstation
(Graphical User Interface)

VME-bus
Timing Generator

RF Mini-Computer
(Character User Interface)

t
CAMAC —Timing

Generator

Local Control Panel

Power, Phase & Timing Control
Setting of Protection Parameters

Power & Phase Measurement
Status Information

Fig.I.2.5-1. Diagram of the modified UICD control system.

2.5.2 ICRF system

The ion cyclotron range of frequencies (ICRF) system for JT-60 was operated well at 116

MHz in FY 1994. The output power of the ICRF system was increased from 6 to 8 MW for 3 sec

last fiscal year. Then, this fiscal year the system could inject power levels of 6 MW into plasmas
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stably with Pl l and P12 antennas, and it contributed to studies for TAE modes, behaviour of

energetic ions up to several MeV and so on. Also, the injection of 5 MW level assisted in the

generation of H-mode plasma at a high plasma current 4 MA in combined NBI and ICRF heating,

suppressing sawtooth oscillation in the core plasma by ICRF power. It is noted that the power was

injected at a large gap (0.15 m) between the separatrix and the antenna Faraday shield even in H-

mode plasmas.

Hot spots on the Faraday shield were

observed by a TV camera for special experimental

conditions [2.5-1]. After the experiment, small

melting marks were found (about 5 mm in width,

about 15 mm in length) on the limited section of

Faraday shield surface, which seemed to be caused by

energetic ion bombardment. Therefore, we have

equipped an infra red (IR) TV camera system for

measurement of temperature profile on the Pl l

antenna surface, as can been seen in Fig.I.2.5-2. The

camera is contained in a shield box to reduce any

effect due to a magnetic field, X-ray and neutron

irradiation. The box consists of soft iron plates 15

mm thick, lead plates 6 mm thick, polyethylene plates

25 mm thick and stainless steel plates 1 5 mm thick.

The IR TV camera system has shown clear data of

temperature profiles, but it is still under calibration.

IR TV Camera o.2cm

Fig.I.2.5-2. Arrangement of an IR TV camera
system for measurement of temperature profiles
on the PI 1 antenna surface.

Reference
[2.5-1] FUJIIT., SAIGUSA M., KIMURA H., et al., "Performance of toroidally wide-separation loop antennae for

JT-60 ICRF experiments", Proc of 5th Inter. Toki Conf. on Plasma Physics and Controlled Nuclear Fusion,
Toki (1995) 377.
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2.6 Diagnostic system
The recent progress of the diagnostic system development has been carried out under the

following system. A newly introduced YAG laser Thomson scattering system has been

successfully operating with high repetition measurements of the electron temperatures. Under

successful cooperation with the international institutions and organizations, new neutron detectors

and a high energy neutral particle analyzsr are contributing to the research of heating and

confinement mechanisms of plasma. Also, in the interferometry, remarkable progress has been

made.

2.6.1 YAG laser Thomson scattering system

The YAG laser Thomson scattering system is being developed in order to measure the time

evolution of electron temperature (Te) and density profile with pseudo-continuously. The system

consists of a Nd-YAG laser (1064 nm, 2 J, 10 Hz) and 20 polychromators of 6 spectral filter

channels, in addition to the existing optics (light collection and laser incidence) of the ruby laser

system. Configuration of this is shown in Fig. 1.2.6-1. The preliminary results show that this

system has a potential of wide dynamic range (20 eV-10 keV) for Te measurements. The scattered

spectra of the near infrared region are measured with Si Avalanche Photo Diode (APD) detectors,

the sensitivity of which is larger than 20 AAV at 1064 nm. Since the gain of APD varies

sensitively regarding

temperature, APDs are

mounted on a Peltier

temperature control

element to minimize the

thermal variation of APD

sens i t iv i ty . Many

advantages are expected in

the infrared region

concerning the Thomson

scattering diagnostics; one

is the low influence of

photon noise by strong

line spectra such as

D(x/Ha and by the radiation of Bremsstrahlung. Another important advantage is the hardness to

window darkening caused by the coating effect of the plasma discharge, compared with the

shorter wavelength region.

INTEGRATING SPHERE
FOR ENERGYMpNITORING FIBER OPTIC

QQ BUNDLES
BEAM DUMP U

COLLECTION OPTICS
CASSEGRANIAN TYPE
REFLECTION MIRROF

POLYCHROMATORS

JT-60U
VACUUM"'
VESSEL

JT-60U
TORUS HALL FOCUSING

LENS

DIAGNOSTIC ROOM
(USER ROOM II)

Fig. 1.2.6-1. Schematic view of YAG laser Thomson scattering system

2.6.2 14 MeV neutron measurements using scintillating fiber detectors
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The time resolved triton burnup

measurements have been performed using a

new type 14 MeV neutron detector based on

scintillating fibers, as part of US-Japan

tokamak collaboration efforts. Two sets of

detectors have been installed at a distance of

1.7 m outside the toroidal field coil position as

shown in Fig. 1.2.6-2. The scintillating fiber

detectors have been calibrated by the shot- R(m) 8
Fig. 1.2.6-2. Schematic view of scintillation fiber neutron

integrated 14 MeV neutron yield measured With detectors with horizontal and tillable sightlines.

the neutron activation technique using a

pneumatic foil transfer system [2.6-1]. The

foils are irradiated at 20-30 cm outside of the plasma. The counts of the scintillating fiber detectors

and the 14 MeV neutron yield measured with the neutron activation technique have good linearity

in the range of 14 MeV neutron yield 1012-1015 /shot.

The scintillating fiber detector system operates in the background of the DD neutrons which

are -100 times brighter than the DT neutron signal, at the counting rate of up to 100 MHz. The

peak DT neutron rate at the time of the neutral beam (NB) turn-off is as high as 2% of the total

neutron rate measured by the 235U fission chambers. After NB tum-off, 14 MeV emission decays

exponentially in many shots. The typical decay time constant is 400-500 ms for high (3p plasmas.

The time-dependent 14 MeV neutron emissivity was simulated by a simple classical slowing down

model in which Tritons were allowed to slow down according to the classical energy loss theory.

The diffusivity of fast triton, Dlriton» was estimated to be 0.05-0.15 m2/s and increased as the

toroidal ripple rate increased.

2.6.3 Neutral particle diagnostics in a MeV range

An alpha particle analyzer, which was ' •« n 11

provided by the Ioffe Institute from Russia to

investigate confinement properties of

energetic ions such as alpha particles, was

installed [2.6-2, 2.6-3]. In ICRF heating

experiments, the energy spectrum of energetic

atomic hydrogen was successfully measured

up to 1.5 MeV using the analyzer. A typical

energy spectrum is shown in Fig. 1.2.6-3.

Higher harmonic (2 to 5COCH ) beam ion

acceleration was investigated in combination

a

0.4 0.8
Energy (MeV)

Fig. 1.2.6-3. Typical energy spectrum of energetic
atomic hydrogen fluxes in ICRF heating.
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with the ICRF and H° beam heating. The tail temperature determined in 0.25 - 0.75 MeV

increased with the harmonic number and this tendency was consistent with the calculation from the

Fokker-Planck code [2.6-4]. Another neutral particle analyzer for the measurement of beam ions

produced by the 500 keV beam was newly introduced from the Ioffe Institute and installed in JT-

60.

2.6.4 Dual CO2 laser interferometer

The tangential CO2 laser interferometer of JT-

60 has been modified to a dual CO2 laser system with

close wavelengths of 10.6 and 9.27 îrn [2.6-5] from

the previous 10.6 [CO2] and 3.39 (im [HeNe] two

color combination system [2.6-6]. Two color

configuration is necessary to cancel the optical path

change by mechanical vibration in the interferometric

measurement. The new system has the advantages on Fig. 1.2.6-4. The decay time relation at disruption,

practical problems such as hardness to window

darkening, monitoring easiness of the laser beam, and simplified configuration of optical layout

design by using very close wavelengths. The dual CO2 system has been operating very

successfully. The measurement stability enables us to study about even a major disruption which

had been until now almost impossible with the conventional FIR interferometric system. The

results are shown in Fig. 1.2.6-4. The figure shows the relation of Ip decay and ne jump, such as

a shorter decay of Ip corresponds for a larger change in ne.

On the contrary, a serious disadvantage has appeared. The density information in the

detected phase is reduced to about 10% compared with the ideal wavelength combination. To

avoid this problem, an ultra-high resolution phase discriminator module is now under

development, which has the property of 1/10000 fringe resolution and time response of 1 (j.s. The

resolution is 100 times better performance than the conventional discriminator. The preliminary

examination of prototype module was achieved with sufficient resolution.

References
[2.6-1] Hoek M., Nishitani T., Ikeda Y. et al., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 66, 885 (1995).
[2.6-2] Kusama Y., Afanassiev V. I., Petrov S. Y. et al., "Direct Measurement of MeV-range Atomic

Hydrogen using a Charge-exchange Neutral Particle Analyzer in ICRF-heated JT-60U Plasmas",
JAERI-Research 94-036.

[2.6-3] Kusama Y., Ncmoto M., Satoh M. et al., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 66, 339 (1995).
[2.6-4] Afanassiev V. I., Kusama Y., Ncmoto M. et al., "Measurement of atomic hydrogen fluxes in

MeV-energy range on ICRF-heated JT-60U plasmas", presented in 22th EPS Conf. on
Controlled Fusion and Plasma Physics, July 1995, Bournemouth, UK.

[2.6-5] Kawano Y., Nagashima A. et. al., "Development of Dual CO2 Laser Interferometer for Large Tokamak",
JAERI-Research 95-023 (1995).
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3. Experimental results and analysis

3.1 Disruptions and plasma control

In JT-60, disruption studies have been continued to achieve disruption avoidance and the

softening of disruption conditions such as a divertor heat load and electromagnetic force (EMF).

Disruptions in JT-60 are classified into six types, which are caused by (1) density limit, (2)

error field (mode locking), (3) p*p collapse, (4) low lj during the plasma current ramp-up, (5) high

li during the plasma current ramp-down and (6) vertical instability. For all types of disruptions, we

identified the parameter regions or operation phases. Operational scenarios were successfully

avoided for all six types of disruptions in JT-60 [3.1-1]. The slowing down of the plasma-current-

quenching could reduce the EMF and the growth rate of vertical displacement event (VDE). As a

result, the halo current was also suppressed. These studies are one of the key issues of ITER

physics R&D.

3.1.1 Amelioration of disruption conditions [3.1 -2]

Disruption mechanism was investigated using density limit disruptions. First, MARFE

occurs in some cases with increasing density. Having reached 100% radiation, contraction of the

temperature profile can be observed. During the energy quenching (few milliseconds), the stored

energy is reduce rapidly. After that, a large amount of heat flux (~ 150 MW/m2 in JT-60) flows

onto the divertor plates and the divertor temperature (Tdiv.) increases. Then, a sudden intense burst

of carbon appears when T^y. exceeds the critical value, and a large amount of carbon impurity

causes the plasma to cool down. As a result, the plasma temperature drops suddenly and the

plasma current terminates with fast current decay.

It was confirmed that the high electron temperature (Te) after energy quenching is a key to

the softening of the current quenching for density limit disruptions. No current-quenching was

observed with Tc >~ 300 eV for hydrogen plasma in both JET and JT-60 with carbon tiles. The

threshold stored energy to avoid current quenching (Wth > W, W is the stored energy just prior to

the energy quenching) was confirmed and its scaling fitted the data of JFT-2M and JT-60 derived

for OH plasma. Using the scaling of peaking factor of divertor heat load [3.1-3], the scaling of

Wth was proposed for OH plasma expressed as follows:

Wu, = a.C-l.AT.t0-5ne
0-45qef{°-67R2-65 C5-1"1)

where, a is the proportional coefficient, C the constant that depends on the material, AT is the

increased temperature during energy quenching and t is the energy quenching time. The W^ is

determined experimentally to be 0.3 MJ and a'CS-AT-t0-5 ~ 3 x 103 [J/m2] in the case of CFC

divertor tiles. Very low Wth of 5 MJ for ITER with carbon tiles was roughly predicted from this

scaling.
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The killer pellet injection was examined so as to reduce the heat load on the divertor plate

during energy quenching. The maximum heat flux at energy quenching could be reduced to 5-20

MW/m2 (100~200 MW/m2 during normal energy quenching) by injecting a neon-ice-pellet of 3

mmd) (0.8 km/s) into the NB heated plasma (Ip = 1.6 MA, P ^ B = 12 MW). Fast current

quenching was obtained by a sudden drop in Te from 3 keV to < 100 eV. Total amount of

injecting neon (impurity) should be optimized for a heat load reduction and slow current

quenching at the same time.

3.1.2 VDE avoidance [3.1 -4]

VDE mechanism during the Ip quenching phase was clarified in which rapid Ip quenching

can accelerate the vertical displacement due to the up-down asymmetric eddy current induced in

the vacuum vessel and the degradation of n-index. As is consistent with the Tokamak Simulation

Code (TSC) prediction, VDE avoidance could be achieved in JT-60 by optimization of the initial

vertical position of the magnetic axis.

3.1.3 Halo current study [3.1-5]

An estimation of the toroidal asymmetry is very important for the design of a vacuum

vessel, especially, plasma facing components, because the halo current can locally exert a strong

force on the vacuum vessel and vessel components.

Three carbon tiles located in the lower inner side of the vacuum vessel were fractured

during density limit disruptions in JT-60. A EMF of 10 kN corresponding to an halo current of 20

kA is necessary to break the CFC tiles. Toroidally, the symmetric halo current was inconsistent

because the total halo current would exceed the plasma current by over 400%. A toroidal

asymmetry factor (fas) was estimated to be 2.5, corresponding to the maximum total halo current

of ~ 0.26 Ip, to explain the observation result.

3.1.4 Neutron feedback control

A new neutron feedback system to control fusion reactivity began to operate. The neutron

emission rate can be successfully controlled during the NB injection period, in which the stored

energy is kept constant for 2.5 s at the same time.
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3.2 High-pp mode and high-Pp H-mode study

High-Pp regime has become a new paradigm of the tokamak reactor developments, since

it has the potential of significantly enhancing the economical attractiveness in the tokamak

fusion reactors. As pressure and current profiles are strongly coupled owing to the neoclassical

bootstrap current effects, the profile control is considered as an essential issue to make such an

advanced tokamak concept feasible. Therefore, it is crucially important to demonstrate a

sustained high pressure plasma with highly enhanced confinement and stability under a large

fraction of the bootstrap currents, which is the eventual goal of this regime in JT-60.

The high-Pp research has been consistently carried out in JT-60 since its upgrade in 1991.

The high-Pp regime, in which the high-Pp mode and high-Pp H-mode were studied, was

produced in elongated divertor discharges with a high aspect ratio configuration relevant to the

advanced reactor concept, configured to achieve central deposition of the nearly perpendicular

neutral beam injection. In the experimental campaign of FY 1994, significant progress was

made in clarifying a mechanism of the peaked profile formation and Improving the fusion

performance in the high-Pp regime. The highlights were represented in the discovery of the

internal transport barrier (ITB) in high-Pp mode plasmas and an achievement of a new world

record of the highest fusion triple product up 12% over last year in high-pp H-mode plasmas.

The existence of an internal transport barrier (ITB), named on the analogy of an edge

transport barrier in the H-mode, was for the first time discovered in high-Pp mode plasmas with

deuterium neutral beam injection in JT-60 [3.2-1]. Based on a detailed analysis of ion

temperature profiles from charge exchange recombination spectroscopy measurements, the ITB

was characterized by a prominent increase in the ion temperature just inside the intermediate

place of the plasma minor radius. ITB was found to have a significant reduction in the effective

thermal diffusivity and was maintained exceeding the time scale of energy confinement. Figure

1.3.2-1 shows typical temperature, density and toroidal rotation velocity profiles of a high-Pp

mode discharge where ITB is placed near r/a~0.55 at t=5.9 s. As seen in the time evolution of

the ion temperature (Tj) and toroidal rotation velocity (Vt) profiles, the values of Tj and Vt

inside ITB are remarkably increased in spite that those outside ITB are saturated at levels as low

as in the L-mode plasmas.

Although ITB was observed for a variety of plasma currents and toroidal fields, a clear

positive correlation between the location of ITB and the inverse safety factor l/qcff was found.

This implies that the current density profile plays an important role in the formation of ITB.

Another important occurrence condition was the NB power deposition characteristics; the

central beam deposition scheme was much more effective for creating ITB than the off-axis

deposition scheme when the total beam power exceeded a threshold power to produce ITB.

These findings should provide us with important clues for a better understanding of the ITB

mechanism.
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As a primary experimental subject of JT-60, a high performance campaign was carried

out in the high-(3p H-mode regime by extending the confinement and fusion performance at

higher plasma currents during 1994 than had been explored during 1993. The combination of the

edge pedestal formation in the H-mode with a peaked profile formation in the high-Pp mode

made it possible to improve the P limits with the resulting pressure profile broadening in the

core region. Suppression of the sawtooth oscillations and avoidance of locked MHD modes were

necessary for improvements in performance, but limited the maximum plasma current of this

regime. In 1994, intensive optimization of the pressure profile was attempted by adjusting the

beam deposition profiles to slightly enhance off-axis beam heating so as to improve the stability

limited by Pp-collapses due to the low-n kink-ballooning modes. The optimum plasma current

was substantially extended up to 2.3 MA with deuterium recycling control utilizing intensive

boronization with a new world record for the fusion triple product 1.2xlO21 nr3-s-keV at Tj(O) =

39 keV, and the maximum central ion temperature up to 41 keV as shown in Fig. 1.3.2-2 [3.2-2].

Searching for the route to a self-ignited fusion plasma in support of the advanced

tokamak concept, extensive international collaboration between JT-60 and TFTR Teams

continued since 1993 for common characterization of the high-Pp regime in JT-60 and the

supershot regime in TFTR. The similarity in confinement and fusion reactivity characteristics

with a highly peaked pressure profile in the two regimes was quantitatively shown where

common scalings for the neutron rate and the total stored energy were proposed as

SDDocPabs2"°HncVp"0-9 and Wtot^PabsVpHne0-2, respectively, using the absorption power (Pabs)»

the plasma volume (Vp) and the peakedness of the neutral beam fueling profile (Hne) [3.2-3].
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3.3 H-mode studies

3.3.1 H-mode transition study

Among the various the experimental documents on the H-mode transition, significance of

the edge plasma temperature has been disputed as one of the most important key parameters.

Theoretical considerations take this quantity in terms of the edge ion collisionality, defined as Vi*

(= ViiRpq95/e2/3vth). Critical Vi* at which the poloidal flow velocity makes a sudden change is

estimated to be around unity by the classical predictions. However, quantitative agreement with

the theory has been not yet been documented. As a candidate for this discrepancy, we have

proposed the influence of impurities, which should naturally have an influence on the transition

conditions. We have investigated the effect of ion-impurity collision theoretically in terms of the

normalized viscosity coefficient, assuming the ion distribution function is non-Maxwellian at the

edge. Accordingly, we have replaced v* with vj*eff = Vi* (Zeffne/Z^nj). The cumulated data in

JT-60 exhibiting the value of Vi*eff ranges from 1 to 2, regardless of the ion species and the ion

diamagnetic drift directions. However, it decreased in the low density regime below 1.2x 1019

nv3, which may well be related to the low density transition limit. Therefore, it can be said that
vi*eff is primary but is not only the sole necessary condition [3.3-1].

The reduction in the turbulent density fluctuations has been clearly observed in the H-mode

transition, as seen in other tokamaks, and it can be scaled with the normalized radial electric field

gradient VEr = V(Er/B^)/(Cs/Ro). Theoretical expectations indicate that the fluctuation intensity

should scale with (A(Ot/cos)
2/3, where a>t and cos are respectively the decorrelation and shear

frequency. However, we have not yet obtained any agreement with this theoretical estimate. Edge

density fluctuations were measured with a microwave reflectometer, and the poloidal flow velocity

profile was measured with a charge exchange recombination diagnostic of the CVI line. It has

been documented that remarkable shear was formed at p = 0.99, of which the width was merely a

few cm. The coherence spectra of density fluctuations at two spatially separated positions were

analyzed in the L- and H-modes. Larger decorrelation frequency together with the enhanced

coherence in the L-mode is related to the increased edge turbulence diffusivity, based on the

"random walk estimate": viz., D™ = (coherence length)2/(autocorrelation time). In addition, we

have also found that the coherence length is more than several times the poloidal Larmor radius in

the L-mode, while it is much shorter in the H-mode. This result can be related to the Bohm-like

transport in the edge region of the L-mode plasmas, and the relation to the global non-dimensional

scaling studies will have to be addressed, which is concerned only with the B or B2 dependence

[3.3-2],

To attain the conditions prerequisite for the transition, the edge confinement properties

would be of a critical issue of interest, which is directly related to the necessary heating power.

ITER design is based on the threshold power scaling Pth (MW) = 0.04n7 (1020 nr3)BT(T)S (m2),

where S = 4ix2Ra{(l+K2)/2}0-5. Our results indicated that ITER scaling is considerably
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underestimated, and the scaling obtained was either 0.34Rp1-4a°-4BT1-5 or

However, it should be remarked that the JT-60 data was accumulated mainly in limited low

density regime of n̂  = 1.0-2.5x 1019 nv3. Therefore, the Ip dependence, which is related to the

influence of edge neutrals and would become effective in the high density regime, was not

resolved. In addition, an increase in Pth for the low density regime induces restrictions on the

ITER operating scenario of reducing the density to reduce the power threshold [3.3-3].

3.3.2 ELM study

We were able to find from the 1.5-D time-dependent transport code that the ballooning

mode is the major candidate for the causality of ELMs in JT-60. It was also documented that the

edge pressure gradient VP right before the ELM onset is proportional to the ballooning parameter,

defined as B-r^Ii/ (Rpq952). Here, VP was divided by the poloidal ion Larmor radius to represent

the edge pressure gradient., and the definition of ballooning parameter was derived from the

definition of the normalized pressure gradient, a(=VP{Bx2/(2|ioRpq952)}-1). This is convincing

if the value of the local magnetic shear is replaced by lj, and the stability limit is in the first regime

in JT-60. Since the ballooning parameter is rewritten as Ip2-li, it is also noteworthy that the edge

pressure is largely limited by Ip. Also, we have documented that edge VP can be increased by the

edge toroidal shear flow [3.3-4,5].

3.3.3 Particle confinement study

The particle confinement properties was also analyzed with the neutral particle transport

code DEGAS. The value of ipmain w a s ie s s m a n 15 t i m e s t E m the ELM-free H-mode

(tE/'^EITER'89p= 1-4 to 1.9). This result indicates that particles can be controlled even in plasmas

with improved energy confinement, provided that efficient pumping capability is available

[3.3-6].
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3.4 Steady-state high performance

One of the main purposes of JT-60 is demonstrating the concept of steady-state highly

integrated performance, which means simultaneous sustainment of i) high confinement (high H-

factor = XE / T E I T E R 8 9 P ) , ii) high power density (high PN), iii) high bootstrap fraction (high Pp)

and iv) high efficiency of heat and particle exhaust. For the condition iv), the ELMy H-mode is a

candidate for the steady-state operation. Since MHD instabilities restrict the above conditions,

expanding the stability window is a critical issue, for which control of current and pressure

profiles are essential. We optimized discharges from the two important aspects: 1) sustainment of

high fusion product and 2) sustainment of full non-inductive current drive at MA-class of Ip.

3.4.1 Sustainment of high fusion product in the ELMy high-pp H-mode

In the high-pp H-mode, high values of nD(O)tETi(O)=3-5xlO2Om-3 skeV and QDT=0-25-

0.36 were sustained for up to 1.5 s (5XTE) with Bt~4.4 T, Ip~2.3 MA, qefr-4.2, PNB~30 MW,

Ti(0)=24-39 keV, nD(0)=4.5-5.5xl019 m-3, xE=0.28-0.32 s, H-factor=2-2.2, pp=l.1-1.4,

pN=1.7-2.0 and bootstrap fraction 35-45% (Figs. 1.3.4-1,2 ) [3.4-1]. The data were taken in the

ELMy phase with a negligibly small dW/dt. The NB heating profile was controlled so as to be

broad enough to suppress a Pp-collapse. In this series of high-power-heated discharges, the

enhanced plasma wall interaction terminated the steady-state: When surface temperature of

divertor tiles exceeded 1100 K, the carbon influx from the target tiles increased drastically. This

event was observed just after start in a reduction in the stored energy observed simultaneously

with an increased Da signal. The strong carbon accumulation in the main plasma accelerated the

confinement degradation. We observed a carbon influx at one ELM event correlated with the

pulsed particle flux rather than the heat pulse to the target. This generation mechanism of carbon

impurity will be hereafter analyzed based on the ELM characteristics.

3.4.2 Full noninductive current drive in high PN ELMy H-mode [3.4-1]

Full noninductive current drive by combining the bootstrap current IBS with beam driven

current INB (IBS/IP~74%, INB/IP~37%) could be sustained for 0.7 s with highly-integrated

performance (Pp=2.6, PN=2.9, H-factor=2.5) at Ip=l MA, Bt=3 T, qcfF=7.1, q95=5.2, PNB~20

MW including 4 MW of co-tangential NB (Fig. 1.3.4-3). The discharge region obtained (q95, PN,

Pp, H-factor, IBS^P) was almost the same as the design region of SSTR[3.4-3]. In the case of

full noninductive current drive at Ip=0.5 MA, low (Te)~l keV allowed sufficient current diffusion

and negative magnetic shear seemed to be produced in the central region. A comparison between

the monotonic q(r) and q(r) with negative shear suggests that confinement (mainly in the ion

channel) can be improved by small or negative central magnetic shear, if the discharge is stable.

3.4.3 Essential method for optimizing stability and confinement
The above results were obtained when low-(m,n) kink-ballooning modes (e.g. pp-

collapse) were suppressed in the central region and control of ELMs (high-n ballooning mode)
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was adequate. For optimization, there are four key factors [3.4-1,2]. The first is the current

profile j(r). Basically a peaked j(r) is beneficial, because the H-factor, Pp-limit and pressure limit

for an ELM-onset increase with lj. However, more detailed j(r)-conlrol is needed at high IBS/IP

[3.4-1]. The second is pressure profile p(r). Maximum PN is obtained at a medium peakedness of

p(r), because too peaked p(r) triggers a Pp-collapse and too broad p(r) decreases PN due to the

ELMs. By optimizing j(r) and p(r), values of Pp, ePp and PN reached 4.7, 1.2 and 4.8,

respectively. The third is the NB power to control the ELM frequency. The last factor is qeff.

Since the H-factor and the PN & Pp-limits increase with qeff, high q operation is essential to

achieve a high bootstrap fraction. By summarizing these effects, we found optimum sets of (j(r),

P(r), qeff) for the experiments in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2.
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3.5 Impurity and divertor characteristics

3.5.1 Divertor characteristics

The behavior of principal divertor plasma parameters such as the ion flux, electron

temperature and particle recycling in the divertor were investigated under the condition of a remote

radiative cooling in L-mode and ELMy H-mode discharges. The fraction of divertor radiation loss

was similar irrespective of the ion grad-B drift direction, and the ion flux to the separatrix strike

points starts to decrease just before a MARFE onset. The electron temperature in the divertor

(Te,div) decreases to around 10 eV. Under a relatively symmetric total power flow onto the outer

and inner divertor fans, an outboard-dominated heat load onto the target and a nearly symmetric

one were observed for the ion grad-B drift towards and away from the target, respectively. This

is due to the asymmetries in the particle recycling and radiation loss profiles. From the viewpoint

of the in-out asymmetry in the heat and particle fluxes, operation with the ion grad-B drift away

from the target plate is desirable, provided that attached conditions are maintained. Formation of a

remote radiative divertor with the radiation loss in the divertor Prad.div °f about 40% was

achieved in the ELMy H-mode operation. Reduction of Te,div (20 - 40 eV), under the remote

radiative cooling condition in the ELMy H-mode, is similar to that in the L-mode [3.5-1,3.5-2].

In discharges with the ion grad-B drift toward the divertor, as the electron density

increases, a strongly radiative region is formed between the outer separatrix strike zone and the X-

poirt. The divertor radiation loss fraction of the input power depends on the electron density of

the main plasma, NB heating power and safety factors, and reaches the level of radiation loss

power found in the MARFE. During the MARFE, the maximum radiation peak stays near the X-

point. In the discharges with the ion grad-B drift away from the divertor, while the radiation peak

moves to the inboard side of the main plasma, Prad.div decreases due to detachment of the

divertor plasma. However, there is no significant difference in the maximum radiation loss level

between the two types of discharges [3.5-3].

The characteristics of heat and particle fluxes in ELMy H-mode plasmas under low

recycling conditions were investigated in a comparative manner. It was confirmed that the

multiple peak structure of heat flux during ELM activity has a role in reducing the average value of

a peak heat flux at the divertor. In ELM free H-mode plasmas, divertor heat and particle fluxes

showed a weak asymmetry. To characterize heat and particle flux during ELM activity, the ELM

part and the steady-state part of heat flux and particle fluxes were analyzed. A large in-out

asymmetry of the peak ELM heat flux density was found. The asymmetry is almost unaffected by

the ion grad-B drift direction. In contrast, ELM particle flux shows a similar asymmetry with that

during the ELM free phase. The in-out asymmetry of the steady-state and parts of the ELM

particle flux is equally reversed when the ion grad-B drift direction is reversed [3.5-4].

3.5.2 Impurity behavior in the divertor
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A two-dimensional impurity code based on Monte Carlo techniques (IMPMC) was

developed to study the impurity behavior in divertor plasma. This model was applied to the

carbon impurity in NB heated plasmas. Comparison of calculated spatial profile of C IV line

radiation with the measured one indicates that diffusion coefficient Dj. is around 1 m2/s [3.5-5].

The impurity source profiles in the low density plasma can be explained by the deuterium ion

physical sputtering and self-sputtering. In contrast, in high density plasmas, the physically

sputtered impurities from target plates are reduced because of the low incident energy of the

deuterium ions. Chemical sputtering by neutral particles which strike the divertor plate in the

private region becomes dominant in high density plasmas. It is found that methane sputtered from

the divertor plate in the private region enhances the radiation near the X-point. This enhanced

radiation near the X-point possibly triggers a MARFE. Since the shielding is less effective for the

carbon originating from the private region, it is necessary to reduce the neutral flux to the wall in

the private region to avoid a MARFE. One method is to close the private region with a dome-like

structure. The effectiveness of this structure is now under investigation with a code [3.5-6].

3.5.3 Helium transport and exhaust

To simulate the behavior of helium (He) ash in a fusion reactor, helium transport and

exhaust were investigated in the ELMy H-mode and high-Pp ELMy H-mode using He beams.

Helium transport coefficients in the ELMy H-mode plasmas were found to be DA=1 - 2 m2/s and

Cv=1.0 -1.5 using a neutral beam of 60 keV He atoms as a source of central fueling, and DA=1

m2/s and Cv=l-0 - 1.5 using a short pulse He gas puff as peripheral fueling [3.5-7]. No helium

accumulation was observed during the ELMy H-mode. The He recycling flux in the divertor

during the ELMy H-mode was about one order of magnitude less than that in the L-mode with the

same rate of He gas fueling. The neutral pressure of helium in the divertor region during the high-

(3p ELMy H-mode was 5 times lower than that during the L-mode in the He beam experiment.

Helium removal from the core plasma was observed due to wall pumping caused by Solid Target

Boronization (STB). The He neutral pressure and He content in the main plasma were reduced by

the He exhaust to 1/3 of those without STB. This demonstrates that He ash can be actually

exhausted and an allowable He content is sustained by He pumping in an enhanced confinement

regime such as the high-Pp ELMy H-mode [3.5-8].
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3.6 A study on fast ions

The analysis of fast ion behavior is one of the most important issues in obtaining stationary

tokamak reactors. In JT-60, many experimental data concerned with high energy ions have been

measured and analyzed using numerical codes. These results are used for studying the operation

method and also used for ITER physics R&D.

3.6.1 Ripple loss study

The total ripple loss of beam-injected ions and the banana drift loss fraction were
successfully evaluated [3.6-1].

Then, the direct measurement of the banana drift loss was researched by using an IRTV

camera. Banana drift loss ions were thought to hit the outer upper region of the first wall, from a

theoretical prediction. The IRTV measurements showed a vertical belt-like heat deposition, as

predicted, along the edge region of armor tiles located between adjacent toroidal field coils. The

total loss power was evaluated to be -80 kW. Using the OFMC (Orbit Following Monte Carlo)

code, we calculated the total power loss through the banana drift loss of the beam ions. The

OFMC results showed good agreement between the measurements and the calculation (50±14

kW). Consequently, it was concluded that the experimentally observed heat deposition was

caused by the banana drift loss of the beam ions [3.6-2].

Heat deposition on the first wall due to the ICRF-induced loss of beam ions was

investigated by changing the position of the resonance layer in the ripple-trapping region. A heat

spot appeared on the first wall of the same major radius as the resonance layer of the ICRF waves.

The broadening of the heat spot in the major radius direction was consistent with that of resonance

layer due to Doppler broadening. The heat spot was considered to be formed by the ICRF-induced

ripple-trapped loss of the beam ions [3.6-3].

3.6.2 TAE modes during ICRF heating

Toroidicity induced

Alfve"n eigen (TAE) modes are

thought to be a harmful

instability in a fusion reactor

because of enhancing the

significant loss of energetic

alpha particles. High-n TAE

modes were observed during

the second harmonic minority

ICRH experiments in JT-60.

Those TAE modes were
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Fig. 1.3.6-1. Time evolution of TAE mode frequency spectra at Ip = 4 MA.
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thought to be excited by the precessional magnetic resonance and the bounce resonance of trapped

fast ions produced by ICRH. The degradation of energy confinement was observed after the

appearance of the TAE modes. The plasma stored energy decreased by about 10% during TAE

mode excitation, while the population of MeV ions decreased by over 50% [3.6-4]. The number

of excited TAE modes increased along with the plasma current. In high current discharges over

3.5 MA, many TAE modes appeared and disappeared sequentially by increasing the toroidal mode

number one by one during the sawtooth free periods. Figure 1.3.6-1 shows that nine TAE modes

were observed at a plasma current of 4 MA. This phenomenon could be explained from the

structure of Alfven continuum gaps and Doppler shift of toroidal plasma rotation during an ICRF

pulse [3.6-5]. The threshold value of fast ion beta for TAE modes excitation increased with the

internal inductance due to the enhancement of Alfve"n continuum damping [3.6-6].
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3.7 LHRF and ICRF experiments
3.7.1 ICRF experiments

High IP H-mode was exploited by combining second harmonic hydrogen minority ICRF

heating and deuterium NBI heating (see Fig. 1.3.7-1). Sawtooth was successfully stabilized by

on-axis ICRF heating even at a low q (qef{=2.7) and at relatively high internal inductance (lj=l.l)

discharge [3.7-1]. The resulting stored energy reached the highest level for the H-modes in JT-

60 (~8 MJ). Up to 5 MW of ICRF power was coupled to ELM-free H-mode plasmas keeping a

distance between the separatrix and the Faraday shield (S-F gap) up to -15 cm.

Higher harmonic beam ion acceleration (from 2nd to 4th harmonics) was investigated by

combining ICRF and H° NBI heating using a charge exchange neutral analyzer capable of MeV-

range measurements. The scanning of the toroidal field (1.6-3.8 T) with a fixed frequency

(116MHz) showed that the ion tail temperature increased by increasing harmonic number up to

the 4th harmonics and then decreased at the 5th harmonics. This tendency is consistent with

calculation of a 1-D full wave code incorporating a Fokker-Planck code. Reduction in the ion

tail temperature at the 5th harmonics may be due to a competitive power absorption by electrons.

Antenna coupling and heating response were examined for different antenna phasing for

the second harmonic minority heating. The 180°-phasing had the smallest coupling resistance

but the highest heating efficiency. On the contrary, 0°-phasing had the largest coupling

resistance but the lowest heating efficiency [3.7-2]. Compared to 180°-phasing, 135°-phasing

had larger coupling resistance with comparable heating efficiency, so it seems to be promising

for a future device. The heating efficiency as well as the coupling resistance degraded as the S-F

gap increased. The edge ion temperature measured by a charge exchange neutral analyzer was

enhanced as the S-F gap increased and as the phase difference decreased. It is inferred that the

wave absorption in the core is degraded due to the decreasing parallel refractive index (Nz),

resulting in multi-reflection and scattering of the fast waves and eventually edge power

absorption through the production of tail ions at the edge.
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Fig. 1.3.7-1. Time evolution of high Ip H-mode experiments (4 MA / 3.9 T) by combined ICRF+NB heating.
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3.7.2 LHRF experiments

A good coupling (reflection < 10%) of LH waves was obtained even for a relatively long

plasma-wall distance of ~20 cm. Also, it was found that the scrape-off plasma, extended and

sustained by the rf power itself, contributed to the good coupling.

Concerning the absorption of LH waves, three major results were obtained. First, when

two waves of different phase velocities were injected simultaneously, the resultant wave

absorption profile became much broader than that for the case of the faster wave injection [3.7-

3]. The enhancement of faster wave absorption at the plasma edge is attributed to the filling of

the spectral gap by the slower wave. Second, using the two launchers located at different

poloidal positions, we investigated the influence of the launching position on the wave

absorption profile. It was found from the measurements of the hard X-ray profile and the

internal inductance, that the absorption profile was broader for 45°-launching than that for 0°-

launching. This is consistent with the results of a ray-tracing calculation which predicts a larger

N||-upshift and a broader wave absorption profile. Third, by systematically scanning of the

magnetic field and the plasma current, it was found that the wave absorption profile was more

peaked for a higher safety factor and that the effect of the safety factor was stronger than that of

the electron temperature in the current range of 1-2 MA. These results are consistent with the

ray tracing results which show almost the same ray trajectories for the same safety factor but

with a different current and magnetic field.

The opposite current drive was demonstrated by applying the LH wave to a plasma with

a reverse ohmic-current direction. As shown in Fig. 1.3.7-2, the dependence of peakedness of

the hard X-ray profile for an opposite current drive was similar to that of normal case (i.e.,

similar wave absorption profile), but the response of the internal inductance was opposite (i.e.,

opposite direction of LH-driven current). These results suggest that the LH current profile

control is effective even when the wave absorption is restricted to the plasma edge.
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current drives, (b) Changing rate of the internal inductance versus the phasing angle.
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3.8 Development of fusion plasma analysis codes

The numerical codes have been systematically developed and updated to analyze

experimental data and predict plasma performance. Efforts have been made through 1994 to

evaluate the improved plasma performance more accurately and to make a detail analysis of

physical mechanisms. A number of utility software have been also added their functions to

facilitate a detail analysis. Furthermore, to provide against the replacement of an operating system

to UNIX to be scheduled in the middle of 1996, it has been started that all codes are remodeled to

meet such a new operating system.

3.8.1 Experimental data time slice monitoring software, SLICE

The "SLICE" code maps various kinds of data such as ne, Te, and Ti, onto the magnetic

surfaces calculated by the MHD equilibrium code FBI/SELENE. Experimental data are treated as

a function of volume averaged minor radius r in SLICE. The experimental data measured as line

integrated values such as interferometer data for ne, bolometer data for radiation loss,

bremsstrahlung, etc. are transformed by Abel inversion and reduced to a profile data as a function

of "r". The mapped data are fitted to a various functional forms. Complicated profile data, for

example, when the internal transport barrier is formed can be described by two different fitting

functions which covers the separated zone of the plasma adjacent each other. The fitted data are

saved as 21 to 51 point data to the MAPDB database. SLICE can read such data from MAPDB

and re-display and transform them. SLICE also creates run data of orbit following Monte-Carlo

code, OFMC, and tokamak predictive and interpretation code system, TOPICS.

3.8.2 Tokam ak prediction and interpretation code system, TOPICS

The 1-1/2 dimensional transport code system, TOPICS, for analyzing the tokamak

performance and plasma characteristics has been updated according to the progress in JT-60

experiments. TOPICS code has two main routines, which make up both the steady-state and the

time transient analysis code. SLICE provides a set of profile data (ne, Te, TL, Ztff, Prad) at the

specific time from the profile MAPDB database, which is used for the input data of steady-state

TOPICS. Several sets of profile data at different times are combined and used for the input data of

transient TOPICS. Physics models in TOPICS have been updated to meet the requirements for

data analysis in the series of the 1995 experiments on JT-60. TOPICS are also used for studying

the operational method in the self-ignition phase of the steady-state tokamak reactor.

3.8.3 Orbit-Following Monte-Carlo code, OFMC

The "OFMC" code follows particle orbits by using the Monte-Carlo method to analyze the

slowing down process and confinement efficiency of high energy particles. The OFMC code is

combined with the time transient code, TOPICS, so that the contribution to the equivalent fusion

production by high energy particles can be evaluated with time-varying plasma parameters. At the
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same time, the OFMC code was modified to meet the new advanced computer with parallel

processors, which was introduced in the end of FY 1994. Concerning the OFMC code, its

elapsed time could be effectively reduced to about 25% of the former calculations.

3.8.4 Analyzer for current drive consistent with MHD equilibrium, ACCOME

ACCOME has been developed to investigate, during steady state, the ohmic, neutral-beam-

driven and bootstrap plasma currents, with consistent MHD equilibrium taking the effects of those

plasma currents into account. The analysis of MHD stability regarding a resultant current profile

can be made analytically using ACCOME. ACCOME also included a ray-tracing code which

evaluates RF driven currents by electron cyclotron waves and fast waves.

3.8.5 Divertor simulation code, SOLDOR

To study the transport of heat and particles in SOL and the divertor plasma, a two-

dimensional divertor code, SOLDOR, was developed. Fluid equations are discretized in space by

using the finite volume method. The total variation diminishing schemes are used for the

convective terms. The equations are solved time-dependently by using a full implicit scheme

together with the Newton-Raphson method. The numerical scheme was successfully tested in slab

geometry and the calculation results of the Braams code were reproduced. The code is extended to

treat a part of edge region in the main plasma and the private region simultaneously.

3.8.6 Impurity transport Monte Carlo code, IMPMC

Using a two-dimensional impurity code based on Monte Carlo techniques (IMPMC), the

carbon impurity behavior in JT-60 NB heated plasmas was successfully analyzed. Chemical

sputtering model was newly incorporated into the IMPMC code to investigate the effects of carbon

chemical sputtering in the high density divertor plasmas close to MARFE onset. It was found that

in high density plasmas, chemical sputtering by neutral particles which strike the wall in the private

region becomes dominant in impurity generation and enhances the radiation near the X-point [3.8-

1]. This enhanced radiation power near the X-point is considered to trigger MARFE. Concerning

low density plasmas, the impurity source profiles can be explained by deuterium ion physical

sputtering and self-sputtering [3.8-2].

References
[3.8-1] Shimizu K. et al., "Modeling of impurity and Plasma Transport for Radiative Divertor", Proc. 15 th Int.

Conf. on Plasma Physics and Control-sd Nuclear Fusion Research, Seville, 1994, paper IAEA-CN60 / D-
P-I-2.

[3.8-2] Shimizu K. et al., "Impurity transport modeling and simulation analysis of impurity behavior in JT-60U",
J. Nucl. Mater. 220-222, 410 (1995).
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3 .9 Development of the JT-60 super upgrade

3.9.1 Introduction

The main role of the JT-60 experiment is to provide the physics data needed for ITER

EDA. This ITER physics R&D program will be completed at the end of ITER EDA. The

tokamak fusion research basis in Japan should make progress continuously after the JT-60

experiment According to the 3rd Phase Basic Program of Fusion Research and Development laid

down by the Atomic Energy Commission of Japan, JAERI is in charge of establishing advanced

new technology, which is essential for realizing of a DEMO reactor in addition to contributing the

ITER project. For these objectives, the concept of an advanced steady-state tokamak, the JT-60

Super Upgrade, is now under investigation [3.9-1]. A conceptual design study of JT-60SU has

been made by satisfying the following requirements: the JT-60SU has to be able to supplement the

ITER project, to develop advanced new technology for a DEMO reactor, to utilize the full

capabilities of the existing JT-60 facilities, and to ensure the flexibility regarding operation of the

device. The size of the device, methods to control the steady-state plasma, and operational

schemes are investigated based on physical and technological results from the JT-60 experiments.

3.9.2 Objective of JT-60SU

The objective of JT-60SU is to establish integrated basis of physics and technology for an

advanced steady-state tokamak reactor. Main issues for this objective are as follows:

- Simultaneous achievement and sustainment of high-Pp, high-PN, full non-inductive current

drive, high confinement, and divertor heat and particle control.

- Long pulse operation with superconducting magnets, development of high heat conductivity

materials for divertor plates and establishment of system integration
- Low activation materials to reduce activation, neutron/secondary y-ray shielding, tritium

processing and remote handling

To achieve these goals, advanced tokamak experiments are to be conducted in JT-60SU. These

studies will also contribute to the extended bum of ITER and steady-state as the ultimate goal.

3.9.3 JT-60SU device

Based on the experimental results in JT-60U, the best integrated performance

(simultaneous achievement of high confinement, large bootstrap current, high p limit, less

probability of disruption and low heat load on the divertor plates) would be obtained at q95 = 4~5

(qeff = 5-6). Therefore, the JT-60SU design aims at a high toroidal field (6 T) to enable high q

operation (q95 = 3.8 at Ip = 10 MA). Superconducting toroidal and poloidal coils will be installed

for 1 hour steady-state operation. We assume the ELMy H-mode to be the candidate for steady-

state operation. As a current driver, the negative ion based neutral beam injection with an input

power of 60 MW and a beam energy of 0.3 - 0.7 MeV will be used. Non-inductive discharge
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with Ip<_10 MA at the volume average density of > 0.5xl020 nr 3 can be expected under this

system. At low current regime (Ip = 5 MA), a fully non-inductive discharge with a high bootstrap

current fraction (> 60%) is possible at ne = 1020 nr3. This operational regime is one of our targets

for studying the advanced steady-state operation. Since profile control is essential for the

advanced operation, various methods such as beam energy control and local profile control by an

RF system are being considered. The JT-60SU will be assembled after dissembling of the

existing JT-60U device in order to utilize all of the capabilities of the existing facilities. The basic

design parameters and the cross section of the JT-60SU device are shown in Table 1.3.9-1 and

Fig. 1.3.9-1, respectively.

References
[3.9-1] Ninomiya H., Aoyagi T., Azumi M. et al., "Conceptual Design of JT-60 Super Upgrade", in proc. 15th

IAEA Conf. on Plasma Phys. Contr. Fusion, 1994 Seville, IAEA-CN-60/F-l-I-l.

Table 1.3.9-1 Machine parameters of JT-6OSU.

Plasma current In
Toroidal field Bt

Major radius Rp

minor radius ap
Elongation K
Triangularity 5
Safety factor qgs
average density <ne>
Neutral Beam Power PNB
Poloidal p pp

Confinement time XE

10MA
6.0T
5.0m
1.5m
1.8
0.4
3.8
1020m
60MW
1.83
2.99s

Cryostat

Poloidal
Field Coll

Toroidal
Field Coil

Vacuum Vessel

Horizontal Port

W Support Leg

TF Coll
Support Leg

JT-60U JT-60SU

Fig. 1.3.9-1. Cross-sectional view of JT-60SU in comparison with JT-60U.
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4. Related Developments and Maintenance

4.1 Development of a tritium monitor using PIN diode

To evaluate tritium inventory at the first wall of JT-60, we had measured tritium in the

sample tiles which were actually used in JT-60 by means of burning sample pieces of graphite

tiles, converting the tritium into HTO and scintillation counting of the resultant water. This

method, however, does not give quick enough results and destroys the sample tiles. To improve

on these demerits, we have developed a tritium monitor using a PIN diode as the tritium sensor,

which was first developed in Sandia National Laboratories[4.1-1]. It is possible to evaluate the

tritium distribution promptly without the need to cut the sample tiles. Low noise charge-sensitive

preamplifier and pulse shaping electronics are used for this tritium monitor, making it possible to

detect tritium whose energy is down to 6 keV. Since this tritium sensor is very sensitive to light,

cutting the light off is necessary to measure the tritium. The space between the sensor and the

surface of the sample tile also affects the measurement. The tritium measured using a PIN diode is

only the tritium which is in the surface thin layer (<approximately 1 |im) due to the absorption of

the beta-rays, and hence, it is not clear whether this method does evaluate the total tritium content

in the tiles or not. It is, therefore, necessary to compare the results of the tritium measurements

with these two methods.

Reference

[4.1-1] Wamplcr W.R. ct al., Nucl. Inst. and Methods in Physics Research A349(1994)473

4.2 New composite composed of boron carbide and carbon fiber with high

thermal conductivity for the first wall

New composite, which has a content of 20-35 vol.% B4C (80-65 % carbon fiber) has

thermal conductivity of 250 W/nvK at room temperature which is a little less than that of the felt-

type C/C, but has higher thermal conductivity at temperatures above 400°C than that of the felt-type

C/C.

Retained amount of deuterium decreases with an increase in B4C after saturation with

deuterium ion and heating for the release of deuterium, i.e., a composite with 50 vol.% B4C

shows a retention rate halfway between graphite and B4C. Erosion yield of a composite with B4C

of 35 to 50 vol.% at 800 K is around 60% lower than that of graphite. Electron beam irradiation

for examining thermal shock resistance shows that a composite with 35 vol.% B4C and

networking structure of carbon fiber does not break even at high irradiation powers of 22~23

MW/m2 which raises the surface peak temperature to around 2500°C. The weight loss by

vaporization is very small and is nearly the same as that of the felt-type C/C at an irradiation power

of 10-11 MW/m2, when the surface peak temperature was around 2000°C.
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This new composite has better controllable recycling properties for deuterium and better

anti-erosion resistance against deuterium ion than that of the felt-type C/C, and has nearly the same

thermal shock resistance as the felt-type C/C.

4.3 Development of a computer-aided software engineering tool for
sequential control of discharges

Sequential control is an essential control function for intermittent and pulse discharge

operations of a tokamak device, so that many subsystems may work with each other in correct

order and/or synchronously. In the discharge control of JT-60, its central control system

supervises its subsystem controllers with control commands such as messages and timing signals.

The discharge sequential control function consists of the following three parts: (1) To perform the

logical operation (AND, OR, etc.), which is driven by the changes in plant conditions, (2) to

monitor these changes and to register them on a table, and (3) to manage job scheduling. During

the development of a discharge sequential control program, block diagrams of the control functions

are put in its design at first. Then, the logical operators and I/O's which are involved in the whole

block diagrams are compiled and converted to a certain particular form. Since the block diagrams

of the sequential control amounts to about 50 sheets for the high power discharge, great effort has

been required in the development of this program.

To improve on the efficiency of such development, a computer-aided software engineering

(CASE) tool has been developed on a UNIX workstation. This tool consists of the following two

tools. (1) Editing tool, which can help us to create and/or modify the block diagrams of the

sequential control function. The block diagrams shown on a workstation are automatically

converted into execution forms of the sequential control logical operation. (2) The trace tool,

which can help us to grasp the status of the actual discharge sequence. This CASE tool, an object-

oriented programming tool, having graphical formulation, can greatly reduce any troubles in the

development of the sequential control function commonly associated with pulse discharge in a

tokamak fusion device.

4.4 DSP application to fast parallel processing in JT-60 plasma shape
reproduction

Recently, the following experimental observations are recognized: (1) Triangularity of the

plasma shape is one of the essential factors for plasma energy confinement performance. (2) The

gap between the plasma surface and the antenna of the radio-frequency (RF) wave heating system

determines the efficiency for a launching RF-wave into the plasma column. (3) Control of strike

points of separatrix lines on the divertor plates is very important for protecting the plates and for

producing desirable divertor plasma. In addition, it is also pointed out in the ITER engineering

design activity (EDA) that full shape reproduction is one of the important issues for its plasma
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equilibrium control. The requirements for more a sophisticated plasma position and shape real-

time control adds more to the development of the parallel processing system.

4.5 Negative-ion-based neutral beam injection system

The construction of the JT-60 negative-ion-based neutral beam injection system (JT-60 N-

NBI), for plasma heating and current drive experiment, has made progress and will be completed

in spring 1996. The specifications are shown in Table 1.4.4-1.

In March 1995, a part of the system; one of the negative ion sources, a beam line, a dc 500

kV power supply system inclusive of negative-ion generator power supply for the negative ion

source, a control system and auxiliary systems, has been completed as can be seen in Fig. 1.4.4-

1. We have been operating it to verify the many technical issues such as the extraction of a large

amount of negative ions and handling of dc high voltage ahead of the beam injection into JT-60.

The verification test of JT-60 N-NBI has progressed aiming at D-beams of 22A with an energy of

500 keV.

Table 1.4.4-1. Specifications of the JT-60N-NBI

Beam energy 500 keV

Negative ion beam current 44 A/two sources

Beam pulse 10 sec

Neutral beam power 10 MW

NEUTRALIZER
CELL

Fig. 1.4.4-1. Negative-ion based NBI system for JT-60.
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II. JFT-2M PROGRAM

1. Toroidal confinement experiments

1.1 Overview

The main progress on JFT-2M experiments in FY 1994 are summarized. There are two

main efforts, one is the momentum transport study by applying an external helical field and by

toroidal momentum input with NBI, and the other is a boundary plasma study with introducing an

electric field in the scrape-off layer (SOL) by the divertor biasing. Design of the divertor

modifications for the closed divertor study was carried out the divertor biasing capability still being

maintained.

1.2 Experimental results

1.2.1 Toroidal momentum transfer into plasma by external rotating magnetic fields

The profile control of toroidal momentum is a promising method for improving the

characteristics of plasma confinement. An experiment to control the toroidal momentum of plasma

was carried out by using the external rotating helical magnetic field through phase synchronization

with the magnetic island caused by the j x B force. The rotating magnetic field was generated by

a set of eight saddle coils installed inside the vacuum vessel connected to two independent power

supplies. The maximum frequency of the magnetic field was about 5 kHz and the amplitude of the

magnetic field at that frequency was about 5 G. Magnetic probes were used to detect the

synchronization of the motion of the magnetic island and the external magnetic field. The toroidal

velocity of the plasma was measured by the charge exchange recombination spectroscopy

(CXRS), which measured the toroidal velocity of fully ionized carbon.

The profile change of the toroidal rotation velocity was observed clearly when a 1.5 kHz

external rotating magnetic field was applied to the plasma. The natural frequency of the m=2/n=l

islands was 3.0 kHz before the external magnetic field was applied. The rotation velocity at the

plasma center changed from about 3 km/s in the opposite direction of plasma current to 6 km/s in

the direction of the plasma current. The change at the q~2 surface was smaller being about 5

km/s. The direction of the velocity change was consistent with that of external rotating magnetic

field.

We could demonstrate successfully on JFT-2M that (i) the rotating external magnetic field

with m=2/n=l helical component could interact with the intrinsic m=2/n=l magnetic islands, (ii)

toroidal momentum of the external rotating magnetic field could be transferred into the plasma and

(iii) radial profile of toroidal momentum could be modified.

1.2.2 Toroidal momentum transport experiment by NBI
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It is well known that the evaluated transport coefficients are larger than that of a theoretical

estimated value, and the evaluation of the transport coefficients for the particles, momentum, and

heat fluxes is still an important issue in the plasma transport study. Recently, the existence of a

non-diffusive term for the electron heat flux (inward heat flux) was demonstrated in the off-axis

electron cyclotron heating experiment in DIII-D.

In JFT-2M, the transport of toroidal

momentum during the transient phase was

analyzed, where the toroidal rotational velocity

changes the sign due to the changing of the

direction of the injected neutral beam. The

profiles of toroidal rotation velocity v<j) and ion

temperature Ti were measured by CXRS every

16.6 ms, using Carbon VI charge-exchange line

emissions. Figure II. 1.2-1 shows profiles of

toroidal momentum (minjv^) for discharges

when the direction of the injected neutral beams

changes from COUNTER to CO [Fig. II. 1.2-

l(a)] to the plasma current. The hydrogen beam

energy was 32 keV and the injected power of

CO and COUNTER were 0.49 MW and 0.56

MW, respectively. The toroidal momentum in

the COUNTER injection steady-state phase was

two to three times greater than that in the CO

injection phase, although the injected NB power
Fig. II. 1.2-1. (a) Time evolution of toroidal momentum

during CO injection was comparable to that profile from COUNTER-NB (550-750 ms) to CO-NB (750-
950ms), (b) radial fluxes of toroidal momentum vs.

dunng COUNTER injection. The radial flux Of gradient of toroidal momentum for various minor radii.

toroidal momentum was estimated from the time

derivative of toroidal momentum and the toroidal force driven by NBI.

The driven force by NBI was calculated by a Monte Carlo beam deposition code. Figure

II. 1.2-1 (b) shows the radial fluxes of toroidal momentum as a function of the gradient of the

toroidal momentum for the case of COUNTER to CO. This figure clearly shows the finite offset

of the momentum flux at the zero gradient of toroidal momentum for p less than 0.6. This pinch

term vanishes near the plasma axis. This spontaneous momentum flux was found to be negative

(the counter direction) both for the CO and COUNTER injections. Also, it was observed as being

0.2 - 0.5 of the beam driven momentum flux in the core region.

To summarize the results, the analysis of the transport of the toroidal momentum in the

transient phase suggests the existence of a non-diffusive term in the transport matrix. This term

I -0.01

-0.02
-0.10 -0.05 0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15

)/dr (N.s.m*4)
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results in a spontaneous source of toroidal momentum in the direction anti-parallel to the plasma
current.

1.2.3 Turbulence suppression and transport reduction in the strong sheared flow region

The sheared flow is expected to reduce the fluctuation level and decrease energy and

particle transport. It was clearly shown on JFT-2M that the reduction in density fluctuations

depends on the electric field shear in the divertor biasing experiment and in the H-mode

experiment

The triple Langmuir probes, movable at the outer mid-plane, measured the time evolution

of electron density, electron temperature and space potential. The negative divertor biasing (-60~-

180 V) formed the negative electric field and the electric field shear in the SOL region, and a steep

density profile was observed. Density fluctuations njn, in the strong shear region were reduced

according to the bias voltage from 70% with no biasing to 45% with -180 V biasing.

In the L-mode and H-mode with

NBI, the density fluctuations just inside

the separatrix were measured by the triple

Langmuir probe with good spatial

resolution of 2 mm and by a 50 GHz

reflectometer. The density profile of the

H-mode shows a clear steepness inside the

separatrix compared with that of the L-
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mode as shown in Fig. II.1.2-2(a). Here,

the best estimation of the separatrix

location is -2 cm in the figure. The

floating potential decreases also at d$=

-2.5 cm —3.1 cm and becomes more

negative in the H-mode case (Fig. II. 1.2-

2(b)), that means formation of a high

electric field shear. The density

fluctuation level is reduced Significantly at Fi8- IU-2-2- <a> Electron density,(b) floating potential ,(c)
fluctuations of electron density as a function of the distance from

the high electric field shear region formed * e separatrix. The separatrix position is about -2 cm. The density
fluctuations with the reflectometer are also plotted.

in the H-mode (Fig. II.1.2-2(c)). These
observations agree qualitatively with the predictions concerning the reduction of fluctuations in

high electric field shear region by Zhang and Mahajan.

References
[1.2.1] Oasa K. et al., Proc.l5th IAEA Conf. on Plasma Phys. and Cont. Nucl. Fusion Research A3/5-P-14.
[1.2.2] Ida K. et al., Phys. Rev. Letters 74,1990 (1995).
[1.2.3] Toyama H. et al., Proc.l5th IAEA Conf. on Plasma Phys. and Cont. Nucl. Fusion Research A-4-II-3.
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1.3 Modification to closed divertor

Regarding the engineering design of HER, it is one of the key issues for solving whether

or not dense-and-cold divertor plasma with remote radiative cooling, which drastically reduces the

erosion of the divertor target plate, is compatible with high confinement. However, a

simultaneous formation of the above both conditions is difficult or the operational density regime

is very narrow with an open divertor configuration, since the high heat and particle fluxes, which

are the necessary conditions for the formation of dense-and-cold divertor plasma, decrease

drastically during the buildup phase of the H-mode. On the other hand, strong gas-puffing is

necessary to form dense-and-cold divertor plasma, which deteriorates the confinement

characteristics. Actually, it was only possible with the help of a pump limiter located near the

divertor X-point with strong gas-puffing from the divertor region in a high density regime on JFT-

2M with an open divertor configuration.

To improve particle controllability and extend the operational regime for the simultaneous

realization of the above two conditions, the design of the closed divertor configuration in JFT-2M

was completed. The new closed divertor has a cryo pump (1 m3/s for D2) and is capable of

electrical biasing on both divertor and baffle plates made of stainless steel (Fig, II. 1.3-1). The

analysis of the closed divertor characteristics using a computer code (UEDA-code) is still being

continued.

The main aims of this modification are to optimize fueling/exhaustion and obtain both

an H-mode and dense-and-cold divertor plasma simultaneously in a wide operational regime not

only in a high density regime by individual control of neutral particles in the divertor chamber and

in the main plasma periphery.

Studies on fueling and

exhaustion, particle control, neutral

buildup scaling and SOL plasma

behaviors will be carried. Divertor

plasma characteristics are analyzed using

the UEDA-code to optimize on divertor

operation. The shape of the divertor will

be charged step by step according to the

code analysis. Results will be used for

the design of the divertor modifications

for JT-60.

: Particle/Heat flow

DIVERTOR PLATE

BAFFLE PLATE

Exhaustion

Fig. II.1.3-1. JFT-2M closed divertor configuration.

References
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2. Operation and Related Developments

2.1 Operation and Maintenance

The JFT-2M Tokamak has been operating for ITER physics R&D experiment. In this

fiscal year, the period of operation has been 5 months from April to the middle of August.

Each apparatus of the JFT-2M machine ran smoothly according to the experimental plan.

During this half year, the old flywheel motor-generator(MG) of toroidal field coil was

replaced by a new one which generated a magnetic field of 2.2 T. Operation records of JFT-

2M during FY 1994 can be summarized as shown in Table II.2.2-1.

The main apparatuses such as the Tokamak machine and MG were operated at a

minimum loss time by periodic inspections of the electricity of toroidal field coil, the first

cooling system, the circuit breaker of power supply, etc. The loss time was mainly caused by

troubles with the electric circuits in various components of the control system in the poloidal

power supply. These had been operated for over ten years, so only a few parts have had to be

replaced and some parts have to be periodically exchanged to keep up operation. Power

supplies of the vacuum pump were improved so as to keep it going for an instant voltage

drop. Electrostatic proves were strongly fixed to avoid it falling into the vacuum chamber due

to the electromagnetic force induced as a result of disruption.

Table II. 2.2-1 Summary of operation records of JFT-2M during FY 1994

MG

JFT-2M

NBI

ECH

FW

#lMG(hr.)

#2MG(hr.)

Shot number

TDC(hr.)

Baking(times)

Pcllet(day)

Opcration(day)

A-linc (times)

B-line (times)

Operation(day)

Injection(times)

Operation(day)

Injection(hr.)

FY1993

733

731

2,935

151

0

4

42

9,858

10,264

28

90,264

0

0

FY 1994

Apr - Jun

307

305

1464

77

1

6

17

1468

1475

17

22,711

20

158

Jul -Sep

179

179

1196

28

0

3

16

5737

5770

0

0

3

21

Oct-Dec

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Jan - Mar

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

total

486

484

1342

105

1

9

33

7205

7245

17

22,711

23

179
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Neutral beam injection system is contributing to experiments as the main heating

machine except for the breaking of a filament in the ion source. Electron cyclotron heating

system(ECH) was operated for 17 days. After 6 days of operation, the window of one

gyrotron broke by breakdown during the adjustment of RF power around 30 - 40 kW. As the

system consists of two gyrotrons, the system was operated by only one gyrotron during the

residual period. The transmission line components of ECH were examined carefully to

reduce the transmission loss and to decrease the breakdown phenomena. Rearrangement of

components and adjustment of the wave-guide axis contributed to inject more power into the

plasma. Fast wave system was also operated without any major problems.

2.2 Development of equipment and apparatus

In cooperation with the experimental Plasma Physics Laboratory, some developments

regarding the Tokamak machine, heating system and power supply have been carried out as

follows. The development of the Tokamak machine was centered around a closed divertor so

as to improve the control method of particles and heat flux in the divertor region. The closed

divertor was designed and installed for ITER physics R&D. For the purpose of searching for a

potential material for the divertor plate in fusion reactor, stainless steel(SUS-316) was

selected as a sample material for the divertor plate. The other components for the baffle plate

and support structure was also fabricated using SUS-316. Furthermore, in order to enhance

the particle flux control, the divertor was designed so as to be able to apply electric voltage

between the baffle plate and vacuum vessel on the basis of the results of the divertor bias

experiment of JFT-2M. A cryo-pump with a pumping speed of 10001/sec was installed in the

divertor to increase the controllability of the pressure in the divertor. The pressure of divertor

would be controlled by evacuation with the cryo-pump and gas puffing with gas valves. The

results will be reflected in JT-60 divertor experiment carried out by ITER physics R&D.

Development of heating system was performed on ECH and FW system. It was

investigated so as to increase ECH power from 0.4 to 1 MW. The increase in power is carried

out ?.n cooperation with GA technology in the U.S.A. The FW experiment on the capability of

the antenna with back Faraday shield was carried out around 200 - 300 kW. In order to inject

maximum power of 600 kW, a new antenna with same back Faraday shield was installed. Its

width and mutual separation were made wider than the old antenna so as to increase electric

-resisting voltage.

The DC generator was replaced by new one with an over all capacity of 51,300 kW

which is the largest in the world. In the making of this generator, an insulation system for

2,700 V using H-class polyamide and polyimide materials was developed, because the

insulation voltage of 1500 V was the maximum for a DC machine until this time.

Accordingly, it has been possible to operate at a maximum toroidal field of 2.2 T in JFT-2M.
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I I I . PLASMA THEORY AND COMPUTATIONS

1. Introduction

In FY 1994, extensive theoretical and computational work has been carried out on topics

regarding Analyses of Confinement and Heating Processes; MHD Equilibrium and Stability

Analyses; Analyses of Burning Plasma in Tokamaks. Especially a TAE mode study has been

started because of its importance for future experiments. In addition, the development of effective

algorithm for massive parallel computers has been started.

2 . Analyses of confinement and heating processes

2.1 Self-organized critical gradient transport and shear flow effects on ion

temperature gradient mode in toroidal plasmas [2.1-1, 2.1-2]

A theoretical and computational study of the ion temperature gradient and T)i instabilities in

tokamak plasmas has been carried out. In toroidal geometry, the modes have a radially extended

structure and their eigen frequencies are constant over many rational surfaces that are coupled

through toroidicity. These nonlocal properties of the ITG modes impose strong constraint on the

drift mode fluctuations and the associated transport, showing a self-organized characteristics. As

any significant deviation away from the marginal stability causes rapid temperature relaxation and

intermittent bursts, the modes hover near the marginality and exhibit strong kinetic characteristics.

As a result of these, the temperature relaxation is self-similar and nonlocal, leading to a

radially increasing heat diffusivity. The nonlocal transport leads to the Bohm-like diffusion

scaling. The heat input regulates the deviation of the temperature gradient away from the

marginalify. The transport scaling and properties obtained are globally consistent with

experimental observations of the L-mode discharges. The radial mode structure can be

disintegrated into smaller radial islands by the ExB poloidal shear flow, suggesting that the

transport changes from Bohm-like to near gyro-Bohm. Poloidal momentum deposition couples

with the turbulent energy and found to lead to a new strongly transport suppressed branch.

References
[2.1-1] Kishimoto Y., Tajima T., LeBrun M. J. et al. "Self-organized Critical Gradient Transport and Shear Flow

Effects for Ion Temperature Gradient Mode in Toroidal Plasmas", Proc. 15th Int. Conf. on Plasma
Physics and Controlled Nucl. Fusion on Research, IAEA-CN-60 / D-2-II3 Seville, Spain, 1994.

[2.1-2] Tajima T., Kishimoto Y., Horton W. and Dong J.Q., "Shear Flow Effects on Ion Thermal Transport in
Tokamaks11, IFSR #697, March 1995.

2.2 Particle simulation study of the toroidal ion temperature gradient mode in

shear flow plasma and a comparison with theory
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How the global structure and stability of the toroidal ion temperature gradient mode change

with ExB shear flow has been studied using a 3-dimensional particle simulation code [2.2-1],

where E is the radial electric field given by £r(r)=a(r-a/2) (a: minor radius). It was found that

with an increasing shear flow by changing a the change in growth rate and global mode width

occur in close relation to that of poloidal asymmetry or tilting [2.2-2]. In a small shear limit, the

poloidal asymmetry decreases or increases, depending on initial equilibrium profile and shear flow

direction, making the mode more unstable or stable. In a large shear flow limit, however, it moves

to the large values (0 -»90° or -90°), making the growth rate and mode width nearly disappear, and

thus, stabilizing almost completely the toroidal mode (cf. Fig. m.2.2-1). This simulation result

has been compared with the two existing theories by Kim et al. [2.2-3] and by Connor et al. [2.2-

4]. It is found that the simulation result can be explained much better by the theory by Kim et al.

Jlow

(a) (b) Ic) (d) (e)

Fig. III.2.2-1. Potential contours in poloidal cross section in linear phase for a series of the strength of the shear flow, a=-
6, -3, 0, 3, 6 for (a)-(e), respectively, (note the ion diamagnctic drift direction is counterclockwise of the same direction
with a>0)

References
[2.2-1] LeBrun M. J. et al., "Toroidal Effects on Drift Wave Turbulence", Phys. Fluids B 5,752 (1993).
[2.2-2] Kishimolo Y., Tajima T., LeBrun M. J . et al. ."Self-organizcd Critical Gradient Transport and Shear Flow

Effects for Ion Temperature Gradient Mode in Toroidal Plasmas", Proc. 15th Int. Conf. on Plasma
Physics and Controlled Nucl. Fusion on Research, IAEA-CN-60 / D-2-II3 Seville, Spain, 1994.

[2.2-3] Kim J. M. and Wakatani M., "Radial Structure of High-Mode-Number Toroidal Modes in General
Equilibrium Profiles", Phys. Rev. Lett 73, 2200 (1994).

[2.2-4] Connor J. W., Taylor J. B. and Wilson H. R., "Shear Damping of Drift Waves in Toroidal Plasmas",
Phys. Rev. Lett. 70, 1803 (1993).

2.3 Differences in global mode-structure between toroidal Alfven eigenmode

and drift-type mode

The problem of the global structure and stability of various toroidal modes, like the

toroidal ion temperature gradient, trapped particles, or kinetic ballooning modes, and the toroidal

Alfven eigenmode (TAE), in general equilibrium profile has been studied using the translational

invariance argument. It was found that the global structure and stability of toroidal modes have a

significant difference, depending on whether the eigenvalue is real or complex. For the modes

with a real eigenvalue, like TAE, the radial width is of the order of equilibrium scale length and the

eigenvalue has a discrete spectrum. Meanwhile, for the modes with a complex eigenvalue, like the
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toroidal drift-type modes, the radial mode width becomes much smaller, of the order of

where p{ is the ion Larmor radius and L is the equilibrium scale length, and also the eigenvalue

becomes to have a continuum spectrum.

3 . MHD equilibrium and stability analyses

3.1 Eigenvalue method for computation of outer region matching data

A new method has been developed which computes the outer region matching data of the

one-dimensional Newcomb equation [3.3-1]. In this method an eigenvalue problem is formulated

for the Newcomb equation. Variational principles are derived for the problems to be solved and a

finite element method is applied. Except for the case of marginal stability, the eigenvalue method is

equivalent to the boundary value method. However, the eigenvalue method has the several

advantages: it is a new method of ideal MHD stability analysis for which the marginally stable

state can be identified, and it guarantees numerical stability in computing matching data close to

marginal stability. We perform detailed numerical experiments for a model equation with analytical

solutions and for the Newcomb equation in the m=l mode theory. Numerical experiments show

that the new method gives the matching data with numerical stability as well as high accuracy.

References
[3.1-1] Tokuda S., Watanabe T., "Computation of the Outer-Region Matching Data for a Plasma close to the

Marginal Ideal MHD Stability", Proceedings of 1994-Workshop on MHD Computations-applied to the
controlled thermonuclear fusion research based on MHD mathematical model-, The Institute of Statistical
Mathematics Cooperative Research Report 72,1995.

3.2 Optimization of MHD stability in Steady-State Tokamak Reactor: SSTR

[3.2-1]

Stabilities of high-pp plasmas with a large bootstrap current have been investigated as a

function of the pressure profile and current profile in SSTR. In this analysis, MHD equilibria are

generated as to be consistent with the bootstrap current and the neutral beam driven current, and

they are tested for ideal MHD stability, i.e., the low n kink mode and infinite-n ballooning mode.

While fusion power gain Q increases with a broadening of the pressure profile due to the larger

bootstrap current on the outer half radius, pressure broadening reduces internal inductance l{,

making plasma more MHD unstable. MHD stable plasma without wall stabilization, which has a

high Troyon factor of 3.45 and a large Q of 30, is obtained by making a nearly parabolic pressure

profile and controlling the <7niin value to slightly above one (~ 1.1) by a beam driven current.

These results indicate a way to optimize the current profile and the pressure profile for the steady-

state reactor.

References
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[3.2-1] Ozeki T., Azumi M., Kikuchi M. et al. "Optimization of MHD Stability in Steady-State
Tokamak Reactor : SSTR ", Proc. 15th Int. Conf. on Plasma Physics and Controlled Nucl. Fusion on
Research, IAEA-CN-60 / F-P-7 Seville, Spain, 1994.

3.3 Beta limit analysis of ITER plasma with qo=l [3.3-1, 3.3-2]

Stability analyses of n = 1 kink mode and high-n ballooning modes are made for the ITER

L-mode and H-mode profiles (n: toroidal mode number). In case of qo > 1, the beta limit is

determined by the stability of the high-n ballooning mode. On the other hand when qo < 1, the

beta limit is determined by the stability of the m=l internal kink mode and it is reduced to the value

of less than the design value.

References
[3.3-1] Tokuda S., Ozeki T., "Stability Analysis of External Kink Mode for ITER L-mode Profile Plasmas",

JAERI-Research 94-013.
[3.3-2] Tokuda S., Ozeki T., "Stability Analysis of ITER Plasmas with H-mode Profiles", JAERI-Research 94-

030.

3.4 Stabilizing effect of local heating on tearing mode

It has been known that radially localized axisymmetric current perturbations can stabilize

the resistive tearing modes by changing the equilibrium current profile near the mode rational

surface. Local ECH heating also can stabilize by modifying the plasma resistivity of the tokamaks

with small and middle size. We studied the efficiency and time response of these methods to

stabilize the tearing mode and examine the possibility to apply them to a large tokamak such as

ITER. Time response of localized current drive is limited by a skin time of Sf / r\, here Sj and 77

are the layer width of the driven current and plasma resistivity respectively and the necessary

amount of the localized driven current to stabilize the tearing mode is of the order of

(rsA')(rs/5j) Itotal and stabilizing effect of radially localized current is enhanced by a large

factor of (rs/8j) . Here rs represents the radial position of resonant surface of the mode and A'

is the jump of the radial derivative of the helically perturbed flux function. Thus, it is important to

use a well localized current source to get high efficiency and quick response for stabilizing the

tearing modes. In the case of localized heating, to make a very localized current perturbation, the

induced temperature perturbation is reduced by the effect of the finite thermal conduction and the

induced current also becomes small by a factor of (5n/rs) , where 8n is the width of localized

heating and there is no merit for strong localization of a heating source. In the case of high

bootstrap current tokamak, perturbed current is proportional to the temperature gradient, not to

perturbed temperature and heating position must be displaced by ~ 8h inside of the rational

surface.

4 . Analyses of burning plasma in tokamaks
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4 . 1 Relaxation of sawtooth stability criterion upon magnetic shear due to

alpha particle pressure [4.1-1]

Sawtooth stabilization by local magnetic shear reduction has been studied for D-T plasmas

which contain alpha particles. Magnetic shear critical to the onset of sawtooth has been evaluated

by taking the alpha particle pressure into account. Critical magnetic shear has been found to be

higher for lower densities and/or broader density profiles. The temperature increase due to alpha

heating in the course of operation could possibly improve the stability margin for the shear,

provided that the density and its peakedness are not too high. The higher density operation may

be the better for sawtooth control, which would be realized for not too low and not too high values

of critical shear.

References
[4.1-1] Yamagiwa M. et al, "Relaxation of Sawtooth Stability Criterion upon Magnetic Shear due to Alpha

Particle Pressure", to be published in Nuclear Fusion.

4 .2 TAE mode stability of steady-state plasma in JT-60U [4.2-1]

The stability of Toroidal Alfven Eigenmode (TAE) is presented for steady-state plasmas

in the JT-60 Super Upgrade ( JT-60SU ). Studies were carried out by using the ACCOME code

for calculating self-consistent MHD equilibria and by using the NOVA-K code for analyzing the

TAE mode stability. Characteristics of the TAE mode stability is obtained for steady-state plasmas

(3 MA/3 T) with a large bootstrap current and a 500 keV neutral beam ( N B ) current. Above the

density value corresponding to Vh I VA ~ 1, the TAE mode becomes unstable due to a large

pressure gradient, VPA, and a large beta of the hot particle, (/?*). As the density and temperature

increase, the bootstrap current increases so that the NB power required for the current drive
decreases. As a results, both VFA and (/3A) decreases and the TAE modes are stabilized by ion

Landau damping. In the high current plasma (10 MA) case, because VPh is small due to high

density and V* / VA is less than unity due to high toroidal field (6.25 T), the TAE mode is stable

for low n to medium n (< 15).

References
[4.2-1] Ozeki T., Cheng C.Z., Nagashima K., "TAE mode Stability of Steady State Plasma in JT-60U", IAEA

Task Force Meeting on Alpha Particles in Fusion Research, April 25-28, PPPL, USA.
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IV. COOPERATIVE PROGRAM ON DIII-D (Doublet III) EXPERIMENT

1. Introduction

The primary goal of the DIII-D tokamak research program is to provide data needed for

International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) and to develop a conceptual physics

blueprint for a commercially attractive electrical demonstration plant (DEMO) that would open a

path to fusion power commercialization. Specific DIII-D objectives include the steady-state

sustainment of plasma current as well as demonstrating techniques for microwave heating, divertor

heat removal, fuel exhaust and tokamak plasma control. The DIII-D program is addressing these

objectives in an integrated fashion with high beta and good confinement.

2 . Highlights of FY 1994 research results

PLASMA CURRENT

2.1 Divertor radiation research

The major g.oals of the divertor and boundary physics studies are for controlling the

impurities, efficient heat removal and to obtain an understanding of the strong role that the edge

plasma plays in the global energy confinement of plasma. Gas puffing experiments demonstrated

heat flux reduction in high confinement H-mode plasmas, as shown in Fig. IV.2.1-1. An about 1

s D2 pulse was puffed at one toroidal location above the plasma midplane. After a delay of several

hundred ms, the heat flux measured at the divertor plate with an IR camera dropped by a factor of

3; this reduction was maintained even after the puff was decreases. Effects on the energy

confinement time is small. Tomographic reconstruction of the radiation pattern in the plasma

shows a very localized radiation

zone just outside the separatrix near

the X-point. Before the D2 puff,

most of the radiation appears near

the inner strike point. This is

evidently a "natural" radiative

divertor with carbon and deuterium

radiation source.

As neon recycles from the

carbon walls in DIII-D, only a short

100 ms puff at 15 Torr 1 s"1 was

injected below the X-point. The heat

flux at the divertor plate decreased

immediately, while the average TE

o
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Fig. IV.2.1-1. Typical wave form for the E>2 puff discharge.
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remained nearly constant. There was a large change in the ELM behavior, resulting in modulation

of the stored energy. A core neon concentration of 2-3% was measured from charge exchange

recombination emission. The resulting Zeff was ~3.

2.2 Advanced tokamak research

The advanced tokamak studies initiated into new techniques for improvement of energy

confinement, controlling particle fueling and increasing plasma beta. While nominal performance

(H=2, PN~3 .5 ) is adequate for near term ignited plasma experiments, advanced tokamak

performance can lead either to smaller, lower cost reactors at a given power output or higher

power output for a given device size. Here H and bN are defined by H = XE / T E I T E R - 8 9 P and

pN=Px/(I/aB) (%, MA, m, T), respectively. While enhanced confinement enables the reaching of

high bootstrap current fractions needed for steady-state operation, the bootstrap current can pose

challenges for plasma stability. The approach of DIII-D to the advanced tokamak is to increase the

stability limit of these high confinement regimes without disturbing good confinement. The

feasibility of an advanced physics approach to tokamak reactors has been demonstrated.

Reverse central shear is a better alignment of the total current with a large bootstrap

current, requiring less total current drive, and less current drive on the axis. Reverse central shear

was obtained by neutral beam heating during the plasma current ramp and it was maintained for

^DUR > 2 s. The initial experiments showed that good confinement was readily attained with

strongly reversed central shear. As shown in Fig. IV.2.2-1, the high central ion temperature with

internal transport barrier was produced and a very good DIII-D H-mode with H=3 was obtained.

MHD activity was often observed when

qmin was at a low order rational value;

qmin ~ 2,3/2. Control of qm in was

necessary to avoid the low n MHD

activity, for example, by off axis current

drive.

A new error field compensation

coil (C-coil) was installed to reduce the

existing n=l error field. The C-coil has six

segments which can control dynamically

the toroidal phase of Br. The reduction in

the n=l error field allowed lower density

operation without locked modes. Further

optimization with the dynamic toroidal

phase Control Will allow lower density
r J

operation.

15

I
w
IT

<Z
LLJ
Q .
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NORMALIZED MINOR RADIUS

Fig. IV.2.2-1. q profile and ion temperature profile measured in the
reverse-central-shear discharge.
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Detailed analysis of recent high beta discharge demonstrated that the resistive vacuum

vessel can provide stabilization of the low-n MHD modes. The experimental beta values, reaching

up to PT=12.6%, were more than 30% larger than the maximum stable beta calculated with no

wall stabilization. Plasma rotation was essential for stabilization. When the plasma rotation

slowed sufficiently, unstable modes with characteristics of the predicted "resistive wall" mode

were observed. By slowing of the plasma rotation between the q=2 and q=3 surfaces by applying

the nonaxisymmetric field, it could be determined that the rotation at the outer rational surface is

the most important, and that the critical rotation frequency is of the order of fi/27t=l kHz.

2.3 Tokamak physics studies

The major goal of the tokamak physics studies is to get an understanding of energy and

particle transport in a reactor relevant plasma. Shear in toroidal rotation, which causes sheared

ExB flow, was found to play a key role regarding confinement improvements of the VH-mode.

Plasma evolves much more gradually from the H-mode into the VH-mode than in the case of the

L-H transition, TE and its enhancement over JET/DIII-D scaling increase gradually until the so-

called "spin-up" time at which time substantial shear in the toroidal rotation speed develops in the

region 0.6 < p < 0.85. While the VPi and poloidal flow term are most prominent in forming the

edge (p~0.9) Er in the H-mode, the toroidal rotation dynamics are dominant in the VH-mode

(p~0.7). VH-mode can be considered to arise from an increased radial penetration of the ExB

shear layer.

The relative gyroradius scalings of the electron and ion thermal diffusivities were

determined separately using a two-fluid transport analysis. For L-mode plasmas, the electron

diffusivity scaled as X^P*1"0 (gyro-Bohm-like) while the ion diffusivity scaled as X^P*0 (worse

than Bohm-like). The results were independent of the auxiliary heating method (radio frequency or

neutral beam). Since the electron and ion fluids had different gyroradius scalings, the effective

diffusivity and global confinement time scalings were found to vary from gyro-Bohm-like to

Bohm-like depending on whether the electron or ion channel dominated the heat flux. This last

property can explain the previously disparate results with dimensionally similar discharges on

different fusion experiments that have been published. Experiments in the H-mode were also done

with the expected values of beta, collisionality, safety factor, and plasma shape for thermonuclear

ignition experiments. For these dimensionally similar discharges, both the electron and ion

diffusivities scaled gyro-Bohm-like, Xe> Xi ̂ p*1-0 , as did the global thermal confinement time.
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V. TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

1. Outline

Emphasis is being placed recently on the Research and Development (R&D) of nuclear

fusion reactor technology regarding ITER-related areas, such as superconducting magnets,

particle-injection heating, plasma facing components, radio-frequency (rf) heating, reactor

structures, remote maintenance, brankets, tritium handling, etc.

During the development of DC toroidal field coils, a high performance Nb3Al strand was

developed. A trial fabrication of full-size conductors with 1152 strands was carried out having an

length 3.5 m in length. This conductor was successfully tested up to 39 kA at 11.6 T and 7.1 K. In

the development of pulsed poloidal field coils, R&D for mass-production of high-performance

Nb3Sn conductor was completed and fabrication of 9.6 tons Nb3Sn strand for 13 T use was started

for ITER. Construction of a new test facility called the "MeV-class Ion Source Test Facility

(MTF)" was completed in May, 1994. Following the voltage holding test, beam acceleration was

carried out. The negative H beam, produced in a "KAMABOKO"-shaped volume production type

negative ion source, was successfully accelerated up to 580 keV with a drain current of 110 mA

for 1 sec.

In the area of rf heating, a stable, high efficiency, high power generation was achieved in a

gyrotron with beam energy recovery. By the application of an electron retarding potential,

efficiency was enhanced from 30 to 50% at an output power of 610 kW for 50 msec and 400 kW

for 4 sec at 110 GHz. Development of an ITER-relevant 170 GHz gyrotron was started.

Remarkable progress was made in the study of plasma facing components, both for JT-

60U and for ITER. A divertor mock-up consisting of a flat-plate unidirectional CFC (carbon fiber

reinforced carbon composite) armors brazed onto W/Cu composites successfully endured a heat

load of 25 MW/m2. 30 sec for more than 1000 thermal cycles.

As for the reactor structure of a tokamak machine, fabrication and testing of a full-scaled

section model of double-walled vacuum vessel was completed. Fabricability of the HIPped (Hot

Isostatic Pressing) first wall of the ITER shield blanket was investigated through the fabrication of

test specimens and partial mockups.

A new tritium removal system using gas separation membranes was studied so as to

develop a more compact and cost-effective system for a fusion reactor. In a scaled test loop using a

gas separation membrane (polyimide) module, there was almost no difference in the recovery rate

in case of H2 gas and in case of tritium gas. A tritium package has been developed and the

approvals for an actual tritium transportation was obtained from STA-Japan, Canada, and U.S.A.

Using this package, about 20 grams of tritium was transported from Canada to Japan.
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2. Fueling/pumping and vacuum technology

3.0

2.1 Development of railgun pellet accelerator

A two-stage type railgun accelerator has been studied for developing a repetitive and

speed-controllable pellet accelerator for the current fusion investigations. The control of the pellet

speed from low (1 km/s) to high (more than 5 km/s) is necessary so as to control the fuel particle

profile and to regulate the fusion rate, etc. The railgun system under development consists of a

pneumatic single-stage pipe-gun for the first stage and a railgun for the second stage acceleration.

The YAG laser (0.9 J, 6 ns, 1064 nm) is used to produce a plasma armature in order to reduce the

supplied voltage between rail-conductors to a few hundred volts.

This fiscal year, hydrogen pellet

acceleration properties were investigated for

a short rail (acceleration length=l m) with

augmented rail and long rail (acceleration

length=2 m). The size of the hydrogen pellet

produced in the pipe-gun is 3 mm in

diameter and 4 - 7 mm in length. Materials

of the rail are oxygen-free copper and

ceramics. Figure V.2.1-1 shows the final

speeds (ufjnai) of the pellets versus charged

energy (Echg) of the capacitors of the PFN

power supply. The speeds are compared for

three types of rails: short-length single-type

.CO

1
o
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O C = (4,2,2,2)
O C = (4,4,4,4)
A C = (8,4,4,4)
V C = (5,5,5,5)
O C = (5,5,5)
• C = (5,5)
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wat
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• SOLID:SHORTRAILl
ESOLID:AUGMENT
a OPEN: LONG RAIL

F - CV 2 / 7

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5
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2.0

Fig.V.2.1-1 Final pellet speed versus charged energy
Echg=CVchg2/2, Cis the capacity of the condenser, Vchg

is the charging voltage. Solid symbols : short -length
single-type rail, semi-solid symbols : short-length
augment-type rail, open symbols : long-length single-
type rail.

rail, short-length augment-type rail and

long-length single-type rail. The speeds

increase according to the charged energy.

The highest pellet speed obtained by using

the long rail was 2.6 km/s with 1.7 kJ

charged energy. It was found that the pellet

acceleration efficiency depended on a wave-form of the current flowed in the rails. Also, the

copper-made rails had almost no damage, in spite of being used for more than 100 operations

under various conditions. The success rate of the pellet acceleration was almost 100%. In the

cases of the augment-type rail the pellet speed obtained was higher than those in the long rail cases

with the same charged energy. Therefore, a pellet speed of more than 3 km/s will be extrapolated

by using a 2 m augment-type rail.
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2.2 Progress in R&D of pumping

2.2.1 Fabrication and test of emergency bearings with tolerance to large lift forces

JAERI has proposed a large turbo-type mechanical pump for the ITER torus pumping

system [2.2-1]. The mechanical pump is equipped with large rotors suspended by magnetic

bearings. For an accident with a sudden pressure rise in the torus caused by a rupture in the

coolant lines or windows, the pump rotors momentarily produce a large lifting force and

eventually touch the stators. To protect the stators from touching the rotors caused by an accident,

the mechanical pump is equipped with emergency bearings. This fiscal year, special emergency

bearings with tolerance to a large lift force were fabricated and tested [2.2-2]. A copper alloy was

selected for the retainers of the emergency bearings and the sudden venting test of the bearings

was performed using a

test pump. Figure V.2.2-

1 shows that the pressure

rise of 2.7 x 105 Pa/s

produces a maximum lift

of 6.9 x 103 N. The

emergency bearings were

able to withstood, in

conclusion, 10 times that

of the sudden venting

tests. This result will be

applied to the prototype

pump for ITER.
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2.2.2 Performance test of a ceramic turbo-viscous pump

Following a 10000-cyclc acceleration-

deceleration test in the previous year, the

prototype ceramic turbo-viscous pump was used

for a test to evacuate a large vessel, 0.11 m3 in

volume, which was initially filled with

atmospheric air. The air in the vessel was

successfully pumped out by the new pump as

shown in Fig. V'.2.2-2. The rate of pressure

decrease was relatively low in the high pressure

region of 105 - 103 Pa, but it became sufficiently

high b e l o w 1 0 3 P a . T h e pressure reached 0 . 3 Pa Fig.V2.2-2 Pump down curves for a large vacuum vessel of
0.11 m3 in volume with the CT-3000H and 1.4 m3/min(N,
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might come from the pumping speed vs the pressure characteristics of the turbo-viscous pump.

2.3 Vacuum technology
2.3.1 Development of ceramic coating technology

In fusion devices, electrical insulation and conduction are required to maintain the

electrical resistance and connection between in-vessel and out-of-vessel components. For this

purpose, the plasma spraying method had been employed to coat the components with insulating

(AI2O3) or conducting (Cr3O2) materials for several years.

On this basis of the pievious .'nvestigations using small samples, the applicability of the

plasma spraying method to large structural components were SUS316 and 100 x 1000 mm,

respectively, and the coating conditions of the method are shown in Table V.2.3-1. From the

experiment, it was found that AI2O3 was uniformly deposited on the components at a thickness of

200 [im without any cracks or scraping marks.

Table V.2.3-1 Coating condition of the plasma spray method.

Coating material
Environment
Working gas

Distance from gun to substrate
Coating speed

A12O3

Atmosphere
Ar + H 2

120 mm
Traversing speed of 20 m/min

2.3.2 Influence of the fringing field length on the performance of the high-resolution

quadrupole mass spectrometer

The fringing fields which arise on the inlet and outlet of the quadrupole field are

recognized to affect the performance of the quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS), because the

traveling ions in the fringes receive the confused static and dynamic forces. To clarify the influence

of the fringing field length on the separated 4He/D2 peak shape of the high-resolution QMS, a

special QMS which equips the movable ion source and quadrupole were fabricated and

experimented using various fringe lengths [2.3-1]. The results showed that the resolution,

sensitivity and peak disturbance were improved by decreasing the inlet and outlet fringe lengths.

The calculated data supported the experimental results.

References
[2.2-1] Annual Report of Naka Fusion Research Establishment, JAERI-Review 94-011,56(1994).
[2.2-2] Hiroki S., Abe T., Okamoto M. et al., J. Vac. Soc. Jpn.38, 458 (1995). (in Japanese)
[2.3-1] Hiroki S., Abe T., Murakami Y., Int.J.Mass Spectrom. and Ion Processes, 136, 85 (1994).
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3. Superconducting magnet development

3.1 Introduction

JAERI has been developing high-field and large superconducting magnets, cryogenic

technologies and related test facilities under the Engineering Design Activity of the ITER

Program.

ITER tasks shared by the Japanese Home Team were the development of a Central Solenoid (CS)

Model Coil Outer Module (ID. 2.75 m, Bmax 13 T), a CS Insert Coil (ID. 1.45 m, Bmax 13 T)

and a Nb3Al Insert Coil (ID. 1.45 m Bmax 13 T) and development and construction of the test

facilities (CSTF) for the CS Model Coil and Insert Coils. CSTF consists of a helium refrigerator

(5 kW at 4.5 K, Name: Hellics), a vacuum tank (OD. 6.5 m, height 9.1 m) and pump;. u.^h-power

pulsed power supply (50 kA, 4.5 kV), DC power supplies (60 kA, 50 kA) and current control

system, and data acquisition system.

Major highlights during the period of FY 1994 are as follows:

• R&D for mass-production of high-performance Nb3Sn conductor was completed

and fabrication of 9.6-ton Nb3Sn strand for 13-T use was started.

• Cabling technology to make a 40-kA conductor from 1080 strands was developed.

• 13-T, 40-kA Nb3Al conductor was fabricated and successfully tested

in collaboration with the EU Home Team.

• Fabrication designs of CS Model Coil Insert Coils have been made.

• 50 and 60-kA DC power supplies were installed and successfully tested.

• Helium refrigerator and vacuum tank were fabricated and installed.

3.2 Central solenoid (CS) model coil
3.2.1 Development of Nb3Sn strand

JAERI has been fabricating remaining 9.6-ton Nb3Sn superconductor strands for the outer

CS Model coil and CS Insert Coil. There are two different types of the Nb3Sn strand fabricated

this year, namely a strand using the bronze

technique and one using the internal Sn

technique. The merit of internal Sn

technique is that it is easy to reduce the

strand diameter to the objective value

during fabrication because this type strand

is composed of more ductile materials

compared to the bronze type strand. On

the other hand, it was difficult to reduce

hysteresis losses (less than 300 mJ/cc),

Table V.3.2-1. Parameters of internal Sn and bronze technique
NbaSn strand.

Types of strand

• Critical current density

at 121 (non Cu, 0.1 |iV/cm)

* Hysteresis losses

(non Cu,for±3 T cyclic field)

• Diameter

• Max. fabricated unit length

• Cu / non Cu ratio

Internal Sn

578 A/mm2

107mJ/cc

0.81 mm

5.3 km

1.5

Bronze

645 A/mm2

79.4mJ/cc

0.81 mm

11.3 km

1.5
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because effective Nb3Sn filament diameter was larger than the geometrical one due to the contact

between the filaments. JAERI developed a low hysteresis and high critical current strand using the

internal Sn technique. The major parameters arc listed in Table V.3.2.1. The merit of bronze

technique is that low hysteresis is available much easier than the internal Sn technique. On the

other hand, to fabricate a long length strand was difficult because the raw materials for the bronze

technique were more rigid and a reduction in the strand diameter was not easy. JAERI

succeeded to fabricate a long length strand with low hysteresis losses and high critical current

using the bronze technique. The parameters are also listed in Table V.3.2.1.

Central Channel

3.2.2 Development of a NbsSn conductor

According to the task agreement between the Japanese home team and JCT, trial cabling

was successfully carried out previous to the manufacture of the superconducting cable for the CS

model coil. The superconducting cable for the outer module of the model coil consists of 720

superconducting strands and 360 pure copper strands whose diameter is 0.81 mm. The cable

consists of six final sub-cables twisted around a central spiral channel as shown in Fig. V.3.2-1.

Each sub-cable is built up in four successive cabling stages involving triplets, quadruplets and

quintuplets. The final sub-cable is wrapped by

the Inconcl tape whose electric resistivity is large

at the cryogenic temperature compared with

stainless steel, in order to reduce the coupling

losses between the sub-cables. The final cable

is wrapped using a thin stainless steel tape (25

(.im) to protect the strands during insertion into

the conduit. A 100-m dummy copper cable

(JA100D) and a 20-m superconducting cable

(JA20SC) were fabricated and transported to

Italy to attach the Inconcl jacket. The JA100D

and JA20SC will be used for trial windings and

the laycr-to-laycr joint R&D, respectively.

After these fabrications, a quality assurance

procedure was established and a 1-km copper

dummy cable was also successfully fabricated.

We arc ready to fabricate the superconducting

cables for the SC model coil.

In the first trial cabling, the Inconcl wrapping tape broke, because the tape was harder than

the squeezing dies. The second trial was successfully performed by using forming rolls instead

of dies for the squeezing process during the final stage.

Fig. V. 3.2-1. Cross-section of 40-kA NbjSn
superconducting cable.

- 5 1 -
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3.2.3 Design of CS model coil [3.2-1]

As one of the most important R&D objectives regarding the ITER-EDA, the CS model

coil program is now in progress. The CS model coil is fabricated with the same conductors and

uses the same fabrication technique as the full-size CS coil of ITER to demonstrate the feasibility

of the fabrication of a full-size CS coil. The coil, composed of 18 layers, is manufactured with a

two-conductor-in-hand winding method and a wind-react-insulation-transfer technique, and

assembled with structural support. The inner and outer winding diameters are 1.6 and 3.6 m,

respectively. The total weight is 54.2 tons. The coil fabrication is carried out under

cooperation between Japan and the US.

Figure V.3.2.2 shows a view of the CS

model coil. The coil can be operated up to

48 kA corresponding to 13 T generation,

with 1 T/s and the stored energy is 668 MJ.

Regarding the insulation design, a

prcpregnatcd glass-Kapton-glass tape with

a thickness of 1.5 mm is used for turn-to-

turn insulation, an cpoxy impregnated

glass-Kapton-glass tape impregnated with a

thickness of 3 mm for layer-to-layer

insulation and a epoxy impregnated glass-

Kapton-glass tape with a thickness of 10

mm for ground insulation to withstand each

design value of 10, 30 and 150 kV.

.. Insert

Inner
Module

Outer
Module

Fig. V.3.2-2. View of the CS model coil.

3.2.4 CS insert coil

The inner diameter of the CS insert coil is 1.5 m. The CS insert coil has one layer winding.

The conductor of the CS insert coil is the same as that of the ITER-CS coil. The CS insert coil

will be installed inside the CS model coil as shown in Fig. V.3.2.2. The conductor performance

will be tested in the maximum magnetic flux density of 13 T at the test facility of JAERI. The

purpose of the CS insert coil is a demonstration of the design for the ITER-CS conductor. The

superconducting characteristics of the conductor, the critical current and the current sharing

temperature is evaluated under conductor hoop strain. AC loss characteristics of the conductor

is also evaluated in the pulsed magnetic field. The cyclic test of CS insert coil is planned to

confirm that there is no damage in the superconducting strands during the pulsed operation. The

CS coil in ITER is operated in the cyclic condition (total 5 x 10s). The conductor is expected

to show no damage during this cyclic operation. The stability margin of the CS conductor is also

estimated under the same environment as that of the ITER-CS coil.
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' Diameter
' Cu/Non Cu ratio
•RRR
1 Critical current at 12 T
' Hysteresis loss at +3T

• Surface

0.78 mm
1.75
>100
700 A/mm2-Non-Cu
< 2 J / c c ( l field)
<0.6 J/cc (// field)
2 (am chromium plating

3.3 Development of Nb3Al

' " 3 Table V.3.3-1. Main parameters ofNbjAl strands for the ITER conductor.

Nb3Al is attractive because

of its high potential

superconducting performance.

Moreover, less sensitivity in critical

current performance to the strain of

Nb3Al than Nb3Sn is excellent in the

application to a fusion reactor.

However, there exist difficulties

regarding its commercial

manufacture. JAERI has

developed a manufacturing

technique for the Nb3Al strand.

We were recently able to

manufacture a high performance

Nb3Al strand, whose maximum

critical current is 800A/mm2 at 12 T.

Also, we succeeded in drawing of a

7 km unit length Strand. The Fig. V.3.3-1 Cross-sectional view of N b ^ strand,

technique of reaction at low

temperatures, about 750 C°, and long heat reacting periods, about 100 hr, was developed through

our research work. As a result of the improvements in the Nb3Al strand manufacturing

technique, it has become possible to fabricate a long length conductor for the coil of a fusion

reactor, such as ITER, with the Nb3Al strands.

Table V.3.3-1 lists the main parameters of the

Nb3Al strand developed for the ITER TF

50

conductor. Figure V.3.3-1 shows the cross-

sectional view of the Nb3Al strand.

3.3.2 40-kA Nb3Al conductor

To evaluate the Nb3Al conductor

behavior, a full-size cable-in-conduit

conductor relevant to the ITER-TF coil was

tested at the SULTAN facility at EPFL/CRPP

in Switzerland. The sample consists of two

different straight conductors with Ti and
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Fig. V.3.3-2. Results of Ic measurements of NbsAl.
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stainless steel conduit, respectively. These conductors are connected electrically at both ends.

The current flows through both conductors in series by using a superconductor transformer which

can supplies current of up to 55 kA. Each of conductor consists of 1152 strands and a center

cooling tube. Their outer and inner diameter, and overall length are 41.0 mm, 38.9 mm and

about 3.5 m long, respectively. They were cooled with supercritical helium. Temperature can be

set at the various values by adjusting ohmic heater current from 4.2 to about 9.5K. Critical

current (Ic) measurements were performed at various levels of background magnetic filed and

temperature while the sample current was ramped up until a normal zone appeared in the

conductor. The criterion of Ic is 0.1nV/cm. Figure V.3.3-2 shows the results of Ic

measurements of the Ti conductor at various fields and temperatures. Extrapolating the obtained

results to the value at 13T and 4.2K, the expected critical current was shown to be more than 55

kA which satisfies performance required for the ITER-TF conductor.

3.4 CS model coil test facility (CSTF) [3.4-1]

JAERI is constructing the CS model coil test facility (CSTF) to demonstrate the

performance of the CS model coil. Most components except two pairs of current leads and a

computer system were installed

during the period from April

1994 to March 1995. A view of

the CSTF in the test building in

February 1995 can be seen in Fig.

V.3.4.1. Two pairs of current

leads will be installed in July 1995

and whole facility including the

computer system will be

completed by March 1996. The

progress of the major systems is

described below. Fig. V.3.4-1. A view of CS model coil test facility (CSTF).

3.4.1 Cryogenic system (Hellics)

Construction of the cryogenic system is now in progress. The components of the

cryogenic system, such as a cold box, helium compressor system, and turbo-expanders, were

completed at the facilities and were installed at JAERI. Figure 3.4.2 shows a view of the newly

developed cold box just before installation, which will have the refrigeration capacity of 5 kW at

4.5 K or liquefaction capacity of 800 1/h with the size of 3.2-m diameter and 7-m height. The

newly developed helium compressor system is composed of three low pressure stage (0.101 to 0.9

MPa) compressors and one high pressure stage (0.9 to 1.9 MPa) compressor, which will be able
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to produce helium mass flow rate of 750 g/s. Especially, the low pressure stage compressor will

be the largest oil lubricated screw compressor in the world. Installation of the cryogenic system

is now completed and performance test will be started from the beginning of April 1995.

3.4.2 Vacuum chamber and pump system

Vacuum chamber with the size of 6.6-m diameter and 9.1-m height and pump system with

4000 1/s diffusion pump were transported from the factory to JAERI Naka Establishment in July

1994. The installation and instrumentation works were completed in the middle of October

1994. Pre-performance test to demonstrate

an evacuation power and performance of 80-

K radiation shield system was carried out from

October to November, 1994. A vacuum

pressure of lxlO"5 Torr was achieved within

70 hours (design value: <150 hours) from

start of evacuation. In addition, it was

demonstrated that the 80-K radiation shield

system had only a small liquid nitrogen

consumption of 21.3 1/h (design value: <32.8

1/h). The final test to demonstrate cooling

time of the 80-K radiation shield will be

conducted after construction of a new liquid

nitrogen supply system in May 1995. The

vacuum chamber and pump system will be

completed by July 1995.
Fig. V.3.4-2. A view of newly developed cold box.

3.4.3 Power supply system

A new 50-kA, 15-V DC power supply was constructed, installed and successfully tested at

its rated performance in June 1994. In addition, up-grading of existing 30-kA, 12-V DC power

supply to the increased rated current of 60 kA was made and successfully completed by its

performance test at 60 kA and 12 V. Components of the power supply system such as a 50-kA,

10-kV circuit breaker, a 1-GJ dump resistor, and 50-kA bus-lines were fabricated and have been

installed. Performance test of the circuit breaker, the dump resistor and the bus-bar lines will be

carried out jointly in June 1995.

References
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4 . Beam technology

4.1 Introduction

A negative-ion-based neutral beam injector (N-NBI) has the potential of current drive and

plasma control for stable operation of tokamaks as well as the plasma heating at a high efficiency.

Two active N-NBI programs are going on at JAERI. They are MeV test facility for R&D's of ITER

NBI and N-NBI for JT-60. In FY 1994, the two major programs and other R&D's have made

progressin the realization of N-NBI systems as the promising heating and current drive devices.

4.2 Negative ion beam technology

4.2.1 MeV test facility [4.2-1]

Construction of a MeV test facility was completed in May 1994. Since then the facility has

been used for high energy beam acceleration tests of ampere class negative ions. Specifications of

the facility are summarized in Table V.4.2-1. The MeV test facility is the only one in the world

which can develop a high energy accelerator scalable to the ITER NBI. The ion source/accelerator

installed in the MeV test facility is shown in Fig. V.4.2-1. The dimensions of the ion source/

accelerator is 2 m in diameter and 1.9 m in hight. The accelerator is a five stage electrostatic

accelerator with insulator columns made of fiber reinforced plastic (FRP).

In a DC voltage holding test of the accelerator, the following phenomena could be observed:

1) Electric breakdown initiates at the triple junction formed at the contact point of the metal flange

and the insulator in a vacuum; 2) The breakdown takes place along the insulator inner surface,

which results in emission of hydrocarbon gas in the vacuum. For electric field relaxation at the

triple junction, metal rings were installed on the flange. The voltage holding characteristic was

drastically improved as a result of the rings. The accelerator was conditioned to hold a voltage of

up to 600 kV.

After the voltage holding test, a beam acceleration test was carried out. The H" ions were

produced in a KAMABOKO shaped volume production type negative ion source, and extracted

through nine apertures of 14 mm in diameter. The H" ion beams of 0.11 A were successfully

accelerated up to 580 keV for 1 s. Degradation of voltage holding characteristics was not observed

with/without the beam at this level of the current and energy.

Table V. 4.2-1. Specifications of MeV test facility.

High Voltage Power Supply

Output Voltage

Output Current

Pulse Duration, Duty Cycle

Electric Power for Ion Production

Cockcroft-Walton Type DC Generator

1 MV (200 kV x 5 stages)

1 A

1 min, 1/60

100 kVA by Motor Generator
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Fig. V.4.2-1. The MeV ion source/accelerator being installed in MeV test facility.

4.2.2 Large negative ion source for JT-60 N-NBI [4.2-2]

In parallel with the construction of JT-60 N-NBI, a preliminary test of the large negative

ion source has been conducted since 1993 at a high current ion source test stand. A picture of the

ion source mounted on the test stand can be seen in Fig. V.4.2-2. The ion source is required to

produce 500 keV, 22 A, D' ion beams for 10 s. To satisfy the high current requirements, negative

ions are produced in a large semi-cylindrical (ivAMABOKO) shaped ion source, of which

dimensions are 64 cm in diameter and 122 cm in length. The ions are extracted through 1080

apertures (14 mm in diameter) drilled in a wide extraction area of 45 cm x 110 cm. The ion beams

are accelerated through a three-stage electrostatic accelerator. The overall dimensions of the source

including the accelerator is 2 m in diameter and 1.6 m in height.

In an H' ion production test, an efficient and uniform negative ion production could be

confirmed over a wide extraction area even at a low gas pressure of 0.2 Pa, which satisfies the

design value (< 0.3 Pa). The ion source was also mounted and tested in the MeV test facility for

voltage holding and ion acceleration tests. The voltage holding capability of up to 184 kV could be

confirmed for a single column of the accelerator insulator. This is equivalent to applying 110 % of

full voltage (i.e., 550 kV) for the accelerator composed of a stack of three insulators. As a

combination test of both ion production and voltage holding, the beam lest was carried out. The H"

ions of 0.2 A were extracted from a 12 cm x 12 cm area in the extractor and successfully

accelerated up to 460 keV for 1 s. The ion source is ready to be mounted on JT-60 N-NBI.

4.2.3 400 keV negative ion source for simulation of the JT-60 N-NBI source acceleration [4.2-3]

400 keV negative ion source has the same three-stage electrostatic accelerator as the JT-

60 source. The accelerator structure related to the beam optics (gap length, aperture diameter etc.)

was made to be the same as the JT-60 source. Only the number of the grid apertures was reduced

to 49 apertures to fit the power supply capability (400 keV, 1 A) of the test stand. The 400 keV
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Fig. V.4.2-2. Large negative ion source for JT-60 N-NBI.

source has been utilized for simulation of high energy beam acceleration in the JT-60 source.

Heat loads in the accelerator grids were precisely measured. By reducing the gas pressure in

the source, the heat load decreases linearly due to less stripping loss of the ions in the accelerator.

Therefore it is important to produce negative ions efficiently at a lower pressure. At the pressure

equal to zero, only 1 ~ 2 % of accelerator input power was dissipated in each grid due to direct

interception of the beam and/or leakage electron from the extractor. As a result, the acceleration

efficiency of the JT-60 source was estimated to be nearly 90% at the design pressure of 0.3 Pa.

Beam steering by aperture displacement was also examined with the 400 keV source for

confirmation of beam focusing in the JT-60 source. At the perveance equivalent to full power

operation of the JT-60 source, the beam steering characteristics by grounded grid displacement

were in almost good agreement with the analysis used in the design of the JT-60 source. It was

also confirmed that the beam did not hit the grid by the displacement range of the JT-60 source.

4.2.4 Design of ITER NBI [4.2-4]

After conceptual design of 50 MW, 1 MeV NBI system for ITER was completed in April

1994, a common reference design of ITER NBI was established under an agreement between

European Union, Russian Federation, and Japan. A plan view of the common reference NB

module installed in ITER torus hall is shown in Fig. V.4.2-3. In the following engineering design

phase JAERI has been in charge of designing mainly in the three areas described below. 1) Ion

source/accelerator: The ion source/accelerator has been designed on a basis of the JT-60U source

and the R&D conducted at JAERI. The ion source/accelerator is composed of a KAMABOKO

shaped large source and a five-stage electrostatic accelerator, which can deliver D" ion beams of 1

MeV 30 A for 1000 s. 2) Neutronics/maintenance: Neutronics environment, neutronics response of

the components, activation in the NB system have been studied using a two-dimensional

computation. A possibility of hands-on maintenance for NB module was suggested based on the
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Fig. V.4.2-3. A plan view of ITER NBI installed in ITER torus hall.

neutronics study. 3) Magnetic shielding: The ITER stray magnetic field at the NB location is

estimated to be a few kilo-gauss, while a permissible field in the beamline is below 1 gauss to

prevent ion beam deflection. A three-layered passive type shield structure which can suppress the

stray field below the permissible level was designed and is being optimized.
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[4.2-1] Inoue T., Hanada M., Maeno S. et al., JAERI-Tech. 94-007 (1994).
[4.2-2] Okumura K., Hanada M , Inoue T. et al., 15th Symp. on Fusion Eng., Hyannis, Oct. 11-15 (1993).
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4.3 Application of high current positive ion beam technology

4.3.1 Super low energy ion source

In FY 1994, a super low energy ion source was utilized in irradiation tests of CFC materials

to be used as plasma facing components, like first wall. The source can produce ampere class

hydrogen positive ion beams of a low energy (100 ~ 300 eV) range. Such a high current, low

energy ion be?m is produced from the source uniquely designed as follows: 1) A strong electric

field is formed between the grids with a small gap of 0.7 mm; 2) The ions are extracted through a

large slit opening formed between a hundred of tungsten wires (0.5 mm in diameter) lined up on

the grid surface with 0.5 mm interval in between. A new grid was developed instead of the wire

arranged grid to simplify the structure. The slit openings are formed on the molybdenum film with

a chemical etching process. In the end of the slit structure, spring mechanisms are also formed to

secure the thermal expansion. Then it became possible to manufacture the grid of such a fine

structure easily at a costthat was much less.
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5 . Rf heating technology

5.1 Introduction
Radio-frequency (rf) wave is a key tool for heating and current drive of the tokamak fusion

reactor. Development of a high efficiency rf source for Electron Cyclotron Heating (ECH) and

Lower Hybrid Current Drive (LHCD), and a high performance launching system for LHCD and

Ion Cyclotron Heating (ICH) is the main effort of JAERI rf research. The greatest achievement in

FY 1994 was the success in efficiency enhancement of up to 50 % at a frequency of 110 GHz

high power gyrotron with a beam energy recovery system.

5.2 Developments of high power gyrotron and ECH components

The gyrotron is the key component of the ECH system. Under the task agreement of

ITER/EDA, the gyrotron development is being continued at JAERI. The depressed collector was

applied to the gyrotron for efficiency enhancement with beam energy recovery. The design and

fabrication was completed in 1993 and an experiment to recover energy recovery was carried out

in 1994. A view of this can be seen in Fig. V.5.2-1. The oscillation mode is the TE22.2

whispering gallery mode. The power is converted to a Gaussian like beam mode and output quasi-

optically through a sapphire window. The power supply system is composed of a main power

supply and a beam accelerating one, the voltages being Vc and Va> respectively. By the

application of the positive potential to the body section, the electron retarding potential Vr (=Va-

Vc) arises between the body and the collector. The spent beam (the beam after the interaction of

oscillation) is decelerated by the potential of Vr and its kinetic energy is recovered by the power

supply system electrostatically, causing the efficiency enhancement. The total efficiency is

expressed by Tjtot = Pout/(valc) =^lout (Va/Vc), i.e., (Va/Vc) is the efficiency enhancement

factor. In Fig. V.5.2-2, Vr dependence of the output power, oscillation efficiency, total efficiency

and body current are shown.
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Fig. V.5.2-1. A view of the 110 GHz

gyrotron with a depressed collector system.
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Here, beam voltage is -77 kV, the beam current is 26.5 A and the pulse duration is 50

msec. POut maintains a constant value (-610 kW) up to Vr=30 kV, and the corresponding

efficiencies are T|out=30 % and rjtot=50 %. Above Vr=30 kV, POut decreases and the leakage

current to the body section appears, which indicates the low energy component of the spent beam

is trapped inside the gyrotron. The long pulse operation was performed at Pout=350 kW,

Vr=34.3 kV, Ic=17 A, then the total efficiency becomes 48 %. Figure V.5.2-3 is a dependence of

output energy on pulse duration. The output energy increases linearly witli the pulse duration,

i.e., a very stable oscillation can be attained. In conclusion, it could be shown that the depressed

collector is quite suitable for high power and long pulse gyrotron, which bring about a large

efficiency enhancement of the gyrotron and ECH system. Following the success of the depressed

collector gyrotron, the development of a 170 GHz gyrotron, with ITER relevant frequency, was

started. The experiment of the 170 GHz gyrotron will start in 1995.

High power

experiments of a

cryogenic cooled window

were carried out. The

sapphire disk is cooled

by a refrigerator to 13 K.

With the rf injection of

400 kW for 1 sec at 110

GHz, no arcing could be

observed on the sapphire.
2 3

Pulse Duration
4

(sec)

Fig. V.5.2-3. Output energy vs pulse duration.

5.3 Development of ICRF and LHRF launchers [5.3-1]

ICRF antenna is being developed as an attractive additional heating method for a fusion

reactor. The Faraday shield is the most critical part of ICRF antenna due to significant heat load

in the ITER design. The back Faraday shield concept has been proposed for avoiding heat load

and improving antenna coupling [1]. The first test of the back Faraday shield installed in an

FWCD antenna for JFT-2M was carried out in 1995. Good coupling results of this antenna could

be obtained in divertor plasma. Next, a new antenna optimized for electron heating was

developed to confirm the fast wave excitation by the antenna with the back Faraday shield. Fast

wave direct electron heating experiments using this antenna are planned for 1995.

To establish design base for an LHRF launcher for a steady-state tokamak machine, the

cooperative activities between JAERI and CEA-Cadarache were initiated to obtain the outgassing

database from an LH antenna module under high rf power and long pulse operation. JAERI

poloidal power divider, the 3x6 multij unction module and CEA mode converter were tested at the
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lower hybrid test bed of CEA-Cadarache which included a frequency of 3.7 GHz with a CW 500

kW klystron. JAERI components were made from dispersion strengthened copper which had

high-mechanical properties even at high temperatures up to 500°C and under neutron irradiation

and high-thermal conductivity for heat removal. All components showed good power capability

such as 300 kW-5400 sec and 420 kW-100 sec with and without water cooling, respectively.

These power capabilities show that all components are stable during a steady-state operation. It

was found that a low outgassing flux of ~ 10"6 Pa m3 / sec at 250°C could be obtained, which

shows that a large pumping system is not required to evacuate the pressure in the LH antenna for a

steady-state tokamak machine.

Reference
[5.3-1] M. Saigusa et al., JAERI-Conf 94-001, 49 (1994).

5.4 Millimeter wave free electron laser [5.4-1]

To get a better understanding of the effects of beam space charge on FEL performance,

extensive simulation data for 60% of the real experiments carried out at our laboratory during the

last three years have been compiled, and the behaviors of particle orbits in the phase space relative

to the if field were studied.

Although an ordinary Hamiltonian analysis cannot rigorously be applied to the Raman FEL

due to its dissipative character, it was found that the orbits in the phase space became chaotic as the

beam intensity increased. It is of interest that exponential rf growth still occurs even when beam

orbit behavior becomes chaotic.
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Fig. V.5.4-1. (a),(b) Orbits in y -dv /d t plane with tapering. Abscissa is K to -rc. Ordinate is
d\y/dz/kw. Beam intensity / = (a) 10A, (b) 1000A. (c) Evolution of rf power along the wiggler with
tapering, where Xw is the wiggler period.

Reference
[5.4-1] Kawasaki S., Ishizuka H., Shiho M., et al., Nucl. Instr. Meth. in Phys. Res. A358 (1995) 114-117.
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6. Tritium technology

Studies on tritium technology were performed continuously in the Tr.tium Process

Laboratory (TPL) and some new activities were initiated. Regarding the study of tritium

processing technology, the joint operation at Tritium Systems Test Assembly (TSTA) in LANL

under US-Japan collaboration was completed on June 10. This collaboration entered into a new

phase. The major activities this year were demonstration and testing of non-steady operation of

fusion fuel processing system and breeding blanket interface. Also, the decommissioning of

JAERI Fuel Cleanup Unit (JFCU) has been carried out. In the study of tritium safety

technology, the experimental work using graphite was performed in concern with a study on

tritium-material interaction. Safe operation of the TPL tritium facility, itself, is on-sight valuable

experience that proves the ability of the safe handling of tritium. The annual environmental dose

from TPL was less than 5xl09Bq/year that is an extremely low release to the environment.

Then, about 20 g of tritium were transported from Canada using the new tritium transport

package developed in TPL.

6.1 Research activity under US-Japan collaboration

The non-steady operation was tested with the TSTA loop to satisfy realistic fusion

devices such as ITER. Examples of non-steady operations tested in recent experiments are the

initiation of simulated torus exhaust processing, changing isotope separation system (ISS)

operations from stand-alone (direct recycle) operations to integration with fuel purification,

changing JFCU operations from stand-alone to integration with ISS, and off-loading of purified

tritium to container. Fuel processing for a simulated non-steady tokamak in an integrated closed

loop was carried out successfully. In the experiment, JFCU showed various configurations

suitable for ITER-like operations, and processed tritiated impurities without generating water

while obtaining an overall decontamination factor of 7x104. This application of JFCU leads the

development of improved FCU continued in TPL.

A Breeding Blanket Interface (BBI) study was performed to evaluate the recovery of

tritium from a purge gas stream simulating tritium recovery from a ceramic breeding blanket.

FCU has been used for the practical-scale tests of cryogenic molecular sieve beds (CMSB) for

separating low-concentration hydrogen isotopes from helium. JFCU was used for tritium

recovery from regenerated gas of CMSB (He and hydrogen isotopes) in FCU. HT gas recovered

was sent to ISS to separate the tritium from hydrogen. This series of tests demonstrated that the

components of the TSTA processing loop (FCU, JFCU and ISS) provide an excellent test bed

for showing the interfacing of a breeding blanket tritium recovery stream with the plasma

exhaust gas processing loop.
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Since June 10, the collaboration entered into a new phase to emphasize the tritium safety

technology. Major activity at TSTA is the decommissioning of JFCU, decontamination studies

using materials from JFCU, and Tritium Plasma Experiment (TPE). The decommissioning of

JFCU is being carried out in accordance with the schedule.

6.2 Development of tritium processing technology in TPL

The study of FCU that purifies and recovers tritium from a gaseous mixture in fusion fuel

processing systems focused on the improvement toward a more flexible and versatile function to

much better serve entire fusion fuel system. Also, modification of the original FCU concept for

meeting of ITER requirements, minimization of inventory and avoidance of potential hazards

related to an oxidizer catalyst was attempted. Some variations and extensions of a FCU system

based on the combination of palladium diffuser and a vapor electrolysis cell were studied. A

component study was also performed without the use of tritium. Processing of He-CH4, H2,

H2O mixtures in a simple closed loop consists of a palladium diffuser, platinum catalyst bed and

an electrolysis cell was studied for plasma exhaust processing without handling condensed

water. The electrolysis cell made of zirconia ceramic membrane with platinum electrode

converted CH4 to CO2 and vapor with high efficiency and decomposed H2O to H2,

simultaneously. This application of the cell eliminates the use of a catalyst and handling of pure

oxygen gas. It is suggested that in the design of plasma exhaust processing, versatile use of the

system for practical fuel processing needs is possible without sacrificing simplicity, which

improves on the entire fuel cycle design.

The most probable candidate of ISS in the fusion fuel cycle is the cryogenic distillation.

It is best suited to the needs in the separation system which treats a large amount of hydrogen

isotopes in the fusion reactors. Especially, the cryogenic distillation column having a feedback

stream can separates an H and T mixture into H and T by a single column. Design data were

obtained for this column, and demonstration tests were also carried out. This year, the control

method of this column has been studied in detail. It has been shown by simulation studies that

the control system of this column gives us a set of successful results for the stability of the

system. A new simulation based on a mass transfer model has been carried out to predict the

HETP value which is one of the key parameters for the design of the cryogenic distillation

columns. The thermal diffusion is an attractive process for the separation system which treats a

small amount of hydrogen isotopes. It has been found in experimental studies that the separation

factor can remarkably be increased by cooling the column wall with liquid nitrogen.

With respect to BBI development, tritium behavior in the breeding blanket is still not

completely clear. A study on the tritium behavior at the surface of ceramic breeder material was

started. CMSB is one of the most probable BBI process candidates, and it is expected to be

applicable for recovery of tritium from the exhaust gas by graw discharge cleanup (GDC)
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operation in the ITER-

EDA design. In the

design, it is required to

assume concentration of

hydrogen isotopes (Q2)

and impurity (such as CH4)

as 1% and 0.3%,

respectively. This year

emphasis was focused on

the impurity effect on

the recovery of tritium in

the helium purge stream.

An example of

breakthrough curves obtained can be seen in Fig. V.6.2-1. The adsorption isotherms of

hydrogen isotopes and impurity mixture were proposed [6.2-1].

Reference
[6.2-1] EnoedaM., Kawamura Y. et aL, Fusion TechnoL, 664,26 (1994).

6.3 Development of tritium safety technology

To enhance the tritium safety technology for public acceptance of the D-T fusion reactor,

R&D activities have been focused on (1) a compact tritium removal system, (2) the tritium

accounting, (3) the tritium-material interaction and waste handling, and (4) a design of a caisson

for studying tritium confinement and behavior in room, etc.

A new tritium removal system using gas separation membranes has been studied to

develop a more compact and cost-effective system. To obtain parameters which are directly

scalable to the ITER Atmospheric Detritiation System, the basic tritium recovery performances

were investigated with a scaled polyimide membrane module loop. The function of H2 recovery

from air was about 97% at 293 K, flow rate ratio of permeated/feed (CUT) = 0.1, and feed &

permeated side pressures = 2580 & 80torr. HT recovery function was almost the same as H2

recovery, even though the total hydrogen concentration was a few ppm in the feed of module.

H2O recovery performance was better than the H2 recovery. These recovery functions were

effectively improved decreasing the pressure ratio of permeated/feed [6.3-1].

To establish the "in-bed" tritium accounting technology to apply to the ITER tritium

storage beds, a scaled ZrCo bed was fabricated with a gas flowing calorimetric system. The

steady-state temperature rise of He gas stream flowing through a secondary coil line fixed in the

ZrCo tritide was measured and correlated with power input by a heater to simulate tritium decay
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heat or with actual tritium storage. The target accountability is to measure + lg (0.32 W) of

tritium for 100 g storage. The results show a good accounting function in which the temperature

increases of He stream of 4.7 and 96.8° were measured under power input of 0.32 and 8.0 W,

respectively [6.3-2].

To establish a technological basis for real-time process gas monitoring for tritium

accountancy and process system control in glove boxes and/or isolated rooms, development of a

real-time, in-situ and remote analyzing system of hydrogen isotopes and impurities has been

started by application of laser Raman spectroscopy. Using hydrogen isotope gases as samples, it

has been confirmed that remote analysis of the process gases with a very short measurement

time will be possible with the same detection limit as a gas-chromatograph.

For prediction of tritium behavior in plasma facing components, investigations of

hydrogen isotope permeation, retention and release in plasma facing and heat sink materials have

been carried out. Implantation driven permeation (IDP) behavior of deuterium through pure

vanadium (V) and V-5Cr-5Ti was investigated. The experimental conditions were incident ion

flux = 3.8xl018~1.2xl019D+/m2s, target temperature = 473-673K and incident D+ion energy =

500~2000eV. The steady-state IDP flux through pure V was 1/100-1/700 of incident flux under

these experimental conditions. IDP flux through V-5Cr-5Ti was about 1/10 of that through V.

For the decommissioning and decontamination of plasma facing components, the

characteristics of tritium implanted in graphite should be clarified. Measurements of the

amount of tritium retained in
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graphite was carried out [6.3-3].

The graphite sample exposed to D/T

plasma in the D/T gas flow was

combusted in dry air. Total amount

of (D+T) retained in the graphite

was obtained from the measurement

of tritiated water generated by

combustion of the sample. The

...mount of deuterium retained in

graphite was proportional to half

power of total incident fluence as

shown in Fig. V.6.3-1. This

tendency implies that deuterium

retained in graphite was related to a

sort of diffusion process.

The system design of a new caisson (10 m3) has been proceeded as a test stand for
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Fig. V. 6.3-1. Hydrogen retention in graphite;
(a) protium and tritium on pyrolytic graphite, Hucks et al.,
(b,c) protium and tritium on pyrolytic graphite, Youle et al.,
<d,e) deuterium on ETP10, Tanabe et al.
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overall demonstration of tritium confinement and for the study of in-room tritium behavior, etc.

The safety analysis was also carried out under the basic experimental conditions, such as 37 TBq

(1000 Ci) of tritium introduced in a caisson.

References
[6.3-1] Hayashi T., Yamada M, Suzuki T., et al., Gas separation performance of a hollow-filament type

polyimide membrane module for a compact tritium removal system, 5th Topical Meeting on Tritium
Technol. in Fis., Fus. and Isotopic Applications, Belgirate, Italy, May, 1995.
To be published in Fus. Technol.

[6.3-2] Hayashi T., Yamada M, Susuki T. el al.. Tritium accounting characteristics of "In-Bed" gas flowing
calorimetry, ibid.

[6.3-3] Yaita Y., O'hira S. and Okuno K., ibid.

6.4 Operation of tritium safety system in TPL

The safety system at TPL has been in tritium service since 1988 without any off-normal

tritium release. The Glove Box Gas Purification System (GPS) has been operated for 7,400 hr.

The Effluent Tritium Removal System (ERS) processed about 2.7xlO12Bq of tritium

this year. Also, the Air Cleanup System

(ACS) was operated for cleaning up 16,600m3

of air during the maintenance work.

Especially, bpth two root blowers of GPS

were replaced with the electromagnetic

suspension bearing type. Therefore, the

possibility of oil leakage, which existed in the

bearing seal case, for processing was almost

eliminated in GPS. Fig. V.6.4-1 shows the

monthly environmental tritium record from

the stack of TPL this year. Total tritium

release was less than 5xlO9Bq due to the very

safe tritium handling operation at TPL.

4 5 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3

Operating Months

Fig. V.6.4-1. Monthly release of tritium from TPL
in FY 1994.

6.5 Tritium transportation using an international transport package

A new tritium transport package (TPL-92Y-450K) has been developed and approvals for

actual tritium transportation have been obtained from STA-Japan, Canada, and the U.S. Using

this package, about 20 g of tritium was transported from Canada. Tritium gas was loaded into a

ZrCo capsule after tritium analysis at AECL Chalk River Lab. in Canada. This capsule was

assembled to a transport package with pre-shipment inspections, such as assembling, leak-

tightness, radiation/contamination level, etc. Finally, the package was tied down in a special

container and transported to TPL.
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7. Development of plasma facing components

JAERI has been actively researching and developing plasma facing components (PFCs) for

ITER and JT-60. The roles of PFCs such as divertor plates and a first wall are to remove the

thermal loads from a fusion plasma and to protect in-vessel components against the high thermal

loads. PFCs are subjected to a high heat flux and a particle flux. In particular, the divertor plates

are considered to be subjected to a severe heat flux of around 5 MW/m2 in the EDA phase of

ITER.

7.1 R&Ds on divertor components for ITER

Divertor plates of ITER are required to satisfy with the following design specifications:

1) The surface materials of the divertor plate should be covered with low-Z (low atomic number)

materials to minimize any impurity from getting into the plasma;

2) The divertor plates are required to endure a steady-state heat flux of 5 MW/m2;

3) The divertor plates are required to endure a transient heat flux of 20 MW/m2 at a duration of

10 sec during the power excursion event;

4) The thickness of the armor tiles should be more than 10 mm to sustain the sufficient lifetime

against erosion caused by the plasma disruptions and sputtering; and

5) The maximum surface temperature of the armor tiles should be kept at around 1000°C.

To remove the steady-state heat flux and the transient heat flux described above, the heat

removal performance of the divertor plates have to be kept as good as possible. Therefore, the

carbon based materials, such as CFC (carbon fiber reinforced carbon composite) materials, has

been selected and tested as armor tiles for the divertor plates from the viewpoint of the high

thermal conductivity and low atomic number. In addition, the bonding technique between the

armor tiles and the metal substrate should be thoroughly investigated to keep a good thermal

performance of the divertor components. JAERI has tested the divertor structure which has a

metallurgically bonded interface. This year, we have manufactured and tested 1-m long saddle-

type divertor module with a fully rigid support structure. Figure 7.1-1 shows the schematic of the

divertor module. This divertor module has saddle-shaped cross-section: the number of the armor

tiles are 36 in all. The armor tiles are made of a unidirectional CFC material which has thermal

conductivity of around 600 W/m/K at room temperature. The cooling tube is known as swirl tube:

it is made of OFHC copper. The heat sink as a rigid support structure is also made of OFHC

copper. In the experiment, the divertor module was cyclically heated by an electron beam at a

surface heat flux of 25 MW/m2: the heating duration was 10 sec. The flow velocity of the coolant

was 15 m/s (axial flow velocity) at a pressure of 1.25 MPa. After 1,270 thermal cycles, coolant

leakage occurred in the cooling tube between the armor blocks. As a result of a SEM observation

for the broken part of the cooling tube, we found the crack spread due to fatigue of the material

caused by the cyclic thermal stress and the stress concentration at the cooling tube (See Fig. 7.1-
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2). However, the thermal performance of the divertor module was sustained through the thermal

cycles: the maximum surface temperature of the armor tiles was around 1,700 °C through the

experiment. Stronger copper based material such as DS-Cu (Dispersion strengthened copper) or

Cu-Cr-Zr, should be selected as a cooling tube material.

Coolant
In t =

Coolant
out

25 mm

Armor-p
(UD CFC)

Swirl tube/ '
(18mm/15mm)

Heatsink-f-
(OFHC-Cu)

Surface Heat Flux

Surface heat flux = 25 MW/m2

Flow velocity = 10 m/s (axial)
Coolant press. = 1.25 MPa
Coolant temp. = 25 °C

Fig. 7.1-1. Schematic of the module and test conditions. Fig. 7.1-2. Photograph of the broken
part of the cooling tube.

7.2 R&D on heat removal technology [7.2-1]

Plasma facing components for fusion devices, in particular, the divertor plates, are

subjected to high heat loads with heating on one side. From the manufacturing viewpoint, the

simple process gives less expensive and more reliability. Therefore, we have developed a miled

tube, namely, screw tube, and critical heat flux experiments have been carried out to verify its

performance. As a result, the very high critical heat flux of 35 MW/m2, which is the same level

with the swirl tube, could be obtained with the new screw tube.

Reference
[7.2-1] Araki M., Sato K., Suzuki S., et al., "Critical heat flux experiment on the screw tube under one-sided
heating conditions", Fusion Technology (to be published).

7.3 Erosion of plasma facing materials by plasma particle and heat [7.3-1],
[7.3-2]
Since the surface of the PFCs is exposed to plasma, the materials of PFCs are eroded by

particle flux during the normal operation and by high heat flux during the off-normal operation

such as plasma disruptions. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the erosion of the plasma facing

materials and to develop new materials, that can stand these loads from a fusion plasma, for

development of long life-time PFcs.
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7.3.1 Sputtering erosion

Sputtering performance tests of CFCs, which were candidate materials for the ITER

divertor plates, have been performed at a particle flux of 1021 ion/m2/s and at an energy of 50 -

100 eV. As a result, the preferential sputtering of the matrix parts to the fibers was found on some

the CFCs. For the reduction of the sputtering yields of the matrix parts, B4C doped CFCs, which

have a high thermal conductivity of-160 W/m/k, have been newly developed.

7.3.2 Disruption erosion

High heat flux experiments of the newly developed B4C doped CFCs have been carried

out under heat flux of 800-2000 MW/m2 at durations of 2-5 ms at JEBIS. As a result, the

erosion of B4C doped CFCs was almost the same with the non-doped CFC uo to 5% B4C

contents(see Fig. 7.3-1). Thermal shock tests of CVD-W, which has very fine grain sise, have

been also performed under a heat flux of 1000-2000 MW/m2 and for a duration of 2 ms at JEBIS.

The temperature of the samples during the heating ranged from R.T.~1000°C. As a result, the

erosion of CVD-W at 1000°C was about three times smaller than that of monocrystal W at 1000°C.

References
[7.3-1] Nakamura K., Akiba M, Suzuki S., et al., "Erosion of CFC and W at high temperature under high heat
loads", J. of Nucl. Mat.,.212-215, (1994) 1201-1205
[7.3-2] Nakamura K., Nagase A., Dairaku M., et al., "Sputtering yields of carbon based materials under high
particle flux with low energy", J. of Nucl. Mat. (to be published)
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8. Reactor structure development

8.1 Introduction

The ITER reactor core structure is basically composed of a vacuum vessel,

shielding/breeding blankets, divertors and a cryostat for the superconducting magnet system.

These components are massive and large, and should be able to withstand severe loads of neutron

irradiation, electromagnetic forces and heat loads. Also, each component must be compatible with

full-remote maintenance/exchange. Therefore, the major issues needing development here are the

manufacturing technology for large components and remote assembling/disassembling technology.

In this fiscal year, R&D efforts have been focused on the development of a double-walled vacuum

vessel, fail-safe first wall, FGM insulation joints, rail transporter for in-vessel maintenance, bore

tools for YAG laser and radiation hard components.

8.2 Reactor structure development

8.2.1 Vacuum vessel double-walled section model fabrication and testing

The ITER vacuum vessel is a large double-wall structure and divided into 24 sectors for the

in-progress design of ITER EDA. The space between the outer and inner skin is filled with SS

balls to provide a neutron shield for the TF coil. The major functions of the vacuum vessel are: 1)

to provide a high quality vacuum for the plasma; 2) to give one-turn resistance with a blanket

structure; 3) to allow for mechanical support of dead weight and EM loads for the in-vessel

components; 4) neutron and biological shielding; and 5) to provide a first safety barrier for tritium

confinement. Due to its large size, tight manufacturing tolerances, and large thermal and

mechanical loads, fabrication and testing of the prototype vacuum vessel are essential to

demonstrate its feasibility. This year, fabrication and testing of a full-scaled section model of the

double-walled vacuum vessel were carried out. As a result, the fabrication procedures including

major technical information on forming and welding have been verified due to the double-walled

section model fabrication. In addition, the verification of the double-walled structure has been

confirmed by non-destructive inspections, helium leak tests and proof pressure tests.

8.2.2 Double-walled structure for fail-safe

The first wall facing the plasma has the possibility of unexpected damages due to high

surface heat flux and particle loads during normal and non-normal operations. Also, it is subjected

to large electromagnetic loads induced by plasma disruptions. As a result of these high potential

risks, the first wall needs to be replaced in case of failure, while a blanket module is classified into

a semi-permanent component which is expected to survive anticipated load conditions through its

lifetime. A concept of the first wall panel mechanically separated and separately cooled from the

massive blanket module has been developed so as to ease the replacement. The replaceable FW
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panel has also advantages in minimizing the amount of radwaste, to reduce thermal stresses of the

massive blanket module and to enable higher temperature operation of the FW than the blanket

module. In addition, a reliable double-walled quilting structure can be employed for the FW

panels with fail-safe features. This year, fabrication of the quilting-type double-walled panel as

shown in Fig.V.8.2-1 and its basic thermal and mechanical characteristics could be achieved. As a

result, the basic feasibility of this double-walled panel was able to be demonstrated.

Fig.V.8.2-1. Fabrication of the quilting-type double-walled panel.

8.2.3 Functionally gradient material for electric insulation

In ITER, coupling of eddy currents induced by plasma disruption and a magnetic field

causes severe magnetic forces to have an effect on the structural components or cooling pipes. To

reduce these magnetic forces, it is essential to provide high resistance for the components and

cooling pipes. However, conventional methods for insulation breakage such as mechanical joints

and brazing of ceramic/metal interfaces are less reliable for a high vacuum/pressure environment

required in a fusion reactor. The concept of insulation joints based on Functionally Gradient

Material (FGM) has been developed since FGM is a continuously graded ceramic/metal compound

structure and provides high reliability as there is no mechanical joints and brazed interfaces. This

year, a FGM joint, which is 74 mm in outer diameter with a thickness of 8 mm and 100 mm in

length, has been successfully fabricated by sintering with pure ceramics at the center, type 430

stainless steel at both ends, and graded region between them as shown in Fig.V.8.2-2.
Graded layer

(95mm)Metal layer
(10mm)

Metal 100%

Metal layer
(10mm)

<p74

Ceramics
100%

Metal 100%

Fig.V.8.2-2. FGM sample of type 430 stainless steel.
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8.3 Remote maintenance development

8.3.1 Full-scale in-vessel manipulator and rail deploying/storing system

The rail-mounted vehicle maintenance system was selected for the scheduled maintenance

components such as plasma facing components. This system, the rail is extended into the vacuum

vessel sequentially and supported by four arms from the respective 90-degree horizontal ports so

as to provide stable and reliable operation.[8.3-l] This year, a prototypical rail deploying/storing

system has been fabricated and the performance tests such as payload capacity, position control

and rail deployment/storage have been conducted as shown Fig.V.8.3-1. As a result, it could be

confirmed that the rail transporter with joints for locking/unlocking can be successfully deployed

using a teaching playback control. In addition, the mechanical stiffness of the rail and joints

satisfied the handling capability of more than 1 ton as the payload.

Fig.V.8.3-1. Full-scaled model of rail deploying and storing system.

8.3.2 YAG laser bore tooling

In the design of the fusion experimental reactor, the blanket/first wall module is categorized

into the scheduled maintenance which includes a complete change from shielding to breeding. In

the current modular type blanket, a branch pipe has to be cut and welded when a module is

replaced. Since the branch pipe is connected to the cooling manifold which is routed onto the

surface of the backwall up to the upper vertical port with several bends, the bore tools should be

flexible to move inside the manifold and reach the branch pipe for welding and cutting. The YAG

laser system based on laser beam transmission using a flexible optical fiber inside the pipe has

been selected since the pipe welding/cutting by the internal access can be available even for the
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pipes with bending and branching sections. This year, a YAG laser type processing head has

been successfully fabricated as shown in Fig.V.8.3-2 and the applicability to the blanket branch

pipe welding/cutting was able to be demonstrated. In particular, this system can be moved inside

a 100-A pipe with a minimum curvature of 400 mm and the welding/cutting nozzle with telescopic

mechanism can be extended into a branch pipe with a diameter of 50 mm for welding/cutting. In

addition, this system is designed to have 5 axial freedom so as to position the welding/cutting

nozzle within the required accuracy for welding/cutting. The centering mechanisms and position

sensors are also used for positioning and fixing of the processing head. In addition to these tool

developments, welding/cutting/rewelding experiments using a YAG laser have been performed to

clarify the optimum welding and cutting conditions including the effects of gaps, process speed,

laser power and assist gas on the weldability and reweldability.

(a) YAG laser head

(b) Passing through a bent pipe

Fig.V.8.3-2. YAG laser bore tooling.

8.3.3 Radiation hard component

In fusion experimental reactors such as ITER, remote handling equipment has to be able to

withstand radiation conditions of more than 106 R/h. ?or this purpose, irradiation tests on a

number of critical components for the remote handling system have been extensively conducted

un.ter similar radiation conditions. As a result, radiation-hard-component development has been

progressed and it has been demonstrated that critical elements such as motors, lubricants, optical

lens and mirrors, and force sensors can be available for more than 109 R.

Reference
[8.3-1] Kondoh M., Shibanuma K., Kakudate S. et al, Design and Development of Remote Maintenance System for

ITER-CDA In-vessel Components, JAERI-M 93-066 (1993).
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9. Blanket technology

9.1 Introduction
The blanket is a component which protects vacuum vessel and the super conducting magnet

from radiation, generates tritium as the fuel gas for thermonuclear reaction, and changes the kinetic

energy of neutrons to thermal energy, and is one of the key components for energy-producing

Fusion reactors.

This year, R&D efforts have been focused on the development of an ITER shielding

blanket structure and an out-of-reactor testing of ITER breeding blanket. In addition, elementary

R&D for a DEMO blanket has been started. Design work has been developed regerding the ITER

shielding blanket and test program development.

9.2 Development of a shielding blanket

9.2.1 Fabrication of an HIPped first wall structure [9.2-1]

The first wall design of the ITER shield blanket is composed of Cu-alloy (typically,

dispersion strengthened copper alloy, DSCu) and austenitic stainless steel (316SS) embedding

316SS rectangular tubes. The solid Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP) bonding method has been

proposed for first wall fabrication. Fabrication of the HIPped first wall has been investigated

through the fabrication of test specimens and partial mockups, and preliminary analyses have been

carried out for thermo-mechanical tests with mockups planned for next year.

Through the trial fabrication of the test

specimens, it was found that a bonding temperature of

1050°C was optimal for simultaneous HIP bonding of

DSCu/316SS and 316SS/316SS. In addition,

insertion of a 316SS liner between the rectangular

tubes and the DSCu plate were found to be effective

in preventing DSCu from intruding into the gaps

between the rectangular tubes, which might cause

crack initiation.
Fig. V.9.2-1. A view of the partial mockup
of HIPped first wall.

Based on the above results, two partial mockups of the HIPped first wall structure were

fabricated; 600-mm-long with 12 cooling channels (Fig. V.9.2-1) and 200-mm-long with eight

cooling channels.

Through the fabrication of these partial mockups, practical fabrication data could be

obtained, and feasibility of the fabrication technology was successfully demonstrated. The

fabricated partial mockups are to be thermo-mechanically tested at a particle beam irradiation

facility to examine their potential performance, and preliminary thermal with thermo-mechanical

analyses being carried out.
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9.2.2 Mechanical properties of HIP bonded materials [9.2-2]

To obtain mechanical and metallurgical

properties for joints made by the above HIP process,

mechanical tests were conducted using test specimens

of 3l6SS-DSCu made by the HIP process under the

conditions of 1050 °C, 150 MPa and 2 hr. m
7; 8;

A view of the tensile test specimen can be ;y
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seem in Fie. V.9.2-2. Tensile and fatigue tests Fie-Y-^-2. A view of a test specimen of HIP bonded
° 316SS-DSCu after a tensile test.

showed final fracture was observed in the base metal

of DSCu with a few exceptions. Fatigue data is

shown in Fig. V.9.2-3. Tensile and fatigue strengths s

were nearly equal to those of the base metal of DSCu, |

though total elongation was very low compared with | 0.7

that of DSCu at 400°C. The Charpy impact values | o s

were 30 - 60% of those of the base metal of DSCu.

Also, it can be concluded that the HIP bonded joints

of DSCu and 316SS also showed a similar tendency

with a few exceptions.

0 3

DOOM I

101 10*

Number of Cycles lo Failure, N2S

Fig. V.9.2-3. Fatigue data of HIP bonded 316SS-DSCu.
References
[9.2-1] Sato S., Takatsu H., Hashimoto T., et al. Fabrication of HIPped First Wall Structure for Fusion

Experimental Reactor and Preliminary Analyses for Its Thermo-mechanical Test, to appear in 16th SOFE,
Champaign (1995).

[9.2-2] Sato S., Takatsu H., Hashimoto T., et al. Mechanical Properties of HIP Bonded Materials for Fusion
Experimental Reactor Blanket, to appear in 7th ICFRM, Obninsk (1995).

9.3 Out-of-reactor test of breeding blanket

9.3.1 Hydraulic test of first wall cooling channel

A hydraulic test of the first wall cooling channels with a rectangular cross-section has been

started. Several tens of toroidal cooling channels are embedded in the first wall, and an evaluation

of flow characteristics through parallel channels is a main issue from the viewpoint of thermo-

hydraulic design of the blanket. Flow characteristics of one cooling channel was evaluated as a

preliminary test.

The test stand is composed of inlet/outlet main manifolds, inlet/outlet headers, one cooling

channel with rectangular cross-section, connection tubes between the manifold and the header.

Pressure drops for straight, bending and expanding/reducing parts were measured. As a result of

this test, contributions of these pressure drops to total pressure drop were approximately 30% for

the straight part, 10 % for the bending part and 60% for the expanding/reducing parts. The
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pressure drop for the straight part agreed well with the Blasius equation within an error of 20%.

On the other hand, the pressure drop at inlet/outlet region of cooling channel from/to the header

showed was five times larger than that calculated based on the ideal streamline, where the

streamline is significantly influenced by complicated expanding/reducing geometry.

, Electrical heater

Li20Pebblc
(<f>= 1 mm)

Inconcl 600

9.3.2 Thermo-hydraulic test of small-scaled pebble-packed layered blanket module

A small-scale test mockup was fabricated to

conduct the thermo-hydraulic test of pebble-packed

layered breeding blanket. An over all view of this

test mockup is shown in Fig. V.9.3-1. This test

mockup consists of the cylindrical vessel, the

electrical heater simulating the nuclear heating

installed at the center of the vessel, the inner vessel

packing the breeding pebble of Li2O and the outer

vessel packing the multiplying pebble of Be installed

surrounding the electrical heater. The preliminary test

has been started by using the blanket loop test facility

consisting of water and helium gas loops.

9.4 Development of DEMO blanket [9.4-1]
Expansion of the bonding of F82H, a

reduced activation ferritic steel developed by JAERI
r *u n r n r t u i * L L. *.• J * • t̂. Fig. V.9.3-1. The birds-eye view of small-scaled

for the DEMO blanket, has been tried to examine the pc |blc layercd blankct mo
y
Me

fabricability of this type of ferritic steel to the DEMO blanket structure. To examine the

characteristics and soundness of the joints, metallurgical examination and mechanical tests have

been conducted. Through this study, it was shown that sufficient bonding was obtained under the

conditions of 950 - l,050°C, 5 MPa and the holding time of 1 hr, though Charpy impact values

were approximately 60% of the base metal. Normalization and tempering of the diffusion bonded

joints are necessary to obtain the mechanical properties of the joint similar to that of the base metal.

References
[9.4-1] Kurasawa T., Takatsu H., Sato S., et al. Diffusion Bonding of Reduced Activation Ferritic Steel F82H for

DEMO Blanket Application, to appear in 7th ICFRM, Obninsk (1995).

9.5 ITER blanket design

9.5.1 Shielding blanket design [9.5-1] [9.5-2] [9.5-3] [9.5-4]

The design of 1TER shielding blanket has been developed taking into account the integrated

features of thermo-mechanical performance, fabricability, maintainability, initial assembly and so
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forth. A modular box structure with a separate back plate is proposed, and the support legs of the

module are welded to the back plate to maintain enough mechanical integrity against the large

electromagnetic loads during a disruption. The first wall proposed has coolant channels embedded

within its wall, which is to be fabricated by HIP bonding. Electromagnetic and structural analyses

show that there is a possible structural solution without the toroidal electrical connection of the first

wall. Thermo-mechanical analyses indicate that thermal stress and stress due to coolant pressure

are well within the design limits. The design study of ITER "convertible" blanket was conducted,

and it was found that the "convertible" concept has a number of technically critical problems.

9.5.2 Shielding design

Shielding analyses for radiation streaming through 20 mm width gap between adjacent

blanket modules have been conducted using 2-D SN and 3-D Monte-Carlo codes so as to evaluate

nuclear responses of the blanket, the vacuum vessel and the toroidal field coil. With the reactor

configuration of ITER designed at present, nuclear responses of the vacuum vessel and the

toroidal field coil satisfy the shielding design criteria, while helium production rates of the module

support leg affixed to the back plate and the branch pipe connected from the module to manifold

exceed the criteria in case of neutron fluence of 1 - 3 MWa/m2, i.e., at the end of EPP. Therefore,

an additional shielding structure is required in EPP. In addition, a shielding analysis for a toroidal

field coil around ICRF port has been also carried out using the 3-D Monte-Carlo code. Nuclear

responses of the toroidal field coil fully satisfy the shielding design criteria.

9.5.3 Test program development and design of test module [9.5-5] [9.5-6]

Test programs for water-cooled and helium-cooled DEMO blankets have been developed.

Neutronics, scoping, performance, reliability enhancement and segment demonstration tests have

been proposed to be performed in a series. Comprehensive tests of the ITER driver blanket during

BPP are also proposed, typical test modules for water-cooled and helium-cooled ceramic breeder

blankets have been designed including their installation into the ITER test port. The composition

and space requirements of their cooling and tritium recovery systems have also been studied.

References
[9.5-1] Sato S., Takatsu H., Kurasawa T., et al. Conceptual Design of Shielding Blanket, JAERI-tech 95-019

(1995).
[9.5-2] Kitamura K., Takatsu H., Koizumi K., et al. Feasibility Study of First Wall Electrical Connector,

JAERI-tech 95-032 (1995).
[9.5-3] Furuya K., Takatsu H., Kurasawa T., et. al. Convertible Shielding to Ceramic Breeding Blanket, JAERI-

tech 95-031 (1995).
[9.5-4] Furuya K., Takatsu H., Hashimoto T., et al. Transient Thermal and Stress Analyses of the ITER Shielding

Blanket/First Wall under off-normal Condition, to be published as JAERI-tech (1995).
[9.5-5] Kurasawa T., Takatsu H., Sato S., et al. Test Program Development for ITER Blanket Design, JAERI-

tech 95-021 (1995).
[9.5-6] Nakahira M., Takatsu H., Kurasawa T., et al. Integration of Test Modules in the Main Blanket and

Vacuum Vessel Design, JAERI-tech 95-035 (1995).
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VI. INTERNATIONAL THERMONUCLEAR EXPERIMENTAL REACTOR

(ITER)

1. Introduction

Following the approval of the Outline Design by the ITER Council, the four Parties

signed Protocol 2 in March 1994 implementing the 2nd phase of EDA.

It was recognized that the Outline Design had been successful in its attempt to

maximize physics and engineering performance while minimizing cost and complexities.

However, in order to determine the optimum way to achieve a further reduction in cost, a

sensitivity study was conducted by the Director and JCT in close collaboration with the four

Home Teams. The study was carried out over a period of about five months and TAC reviewed

the results at its 5th Meeting.

In July 1994, there were minor changes in the JCT Organization. The Special

Review Group (SRG) was established in December 1994 to review the ITER site requirements,

and the first meeting was held in February 1995 at Naka.

The Director, Dr. R. Aymar, held a large meeting to conduct a comprehensive review

of the Outline Design in October 1994 with wide participation from the Home Teams. The

results and recommendations of the meeting were reflected or incorporated in the design. The

draft of the Interim Design Report will be prepared in June 1995.

The Design Description Documents that provide the design requirements for the future

detailed design were presented in February 1995.

The JCT member builds up to 150 including 34 Japanese members as of March 1995.

2. Sensitivity Study and Progress in the Engineering Design

The sensitivity study was conducted by the Director and JCT in close collaboration

with the four Home Teams in order to determine the optimum way to achieve a reduction in the

cost of ITER while minimizing the impact on its performance. To examine the sensitivity of

plasma performance and machine cost to variations of the major machine parameters, the

JCT/HT participants selected five "common study points" to be compared with the reference

outline design parameters. The purpose of this study will be to determine the relative importance

of different design parameters, within small differences in the variations, in determining the

overall cost.

The s'udy has revealed that the construction cost of ITER decreased by 5 - 10% as the

reactor size decreases by 5 - 10%. Table VI.2-1 summarizes the common design variants and the

resultant relative costs.
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By using the results of the sensitivity study, it was possible to realize small reductions

(<10%) in the cost estimate either because of the improved database in key areas (helium

transport and exhaust, size-scaling of H-mode confinement) or because of an explicit decision to

increase the risk of insufficient margines regarding confinements.

Table VI.2-1. Common Study Points

R(m)

a(m)

A

B(T)

I(MA)

k(95%)

Relative
cost

Reference

OD

8.1

3.0

2.7

5.72

24

1.55

1

(a)

7.89

3.0

2.63

5.23

22.8

1.55

0.96

(b)

7.67

2.67

2.87

5.88

20.3

1.55

0.93

(d)

7.65

2.64

2.9

5.92

21.9

1.65

0.95

(e)

7.5

2.78

2.7

5.2

23.3

1.7

0.95

(f)

7.1

2.63

2.7

4.54

20.5

1.7

0.96

(a) -15% in coil currents (2 layers off from TF and CS), -7% in plasma current
(b) -5% in R, -12.5% in current
(d) -5% in R, +5% in k, -8.5% in current
(e) +10% in k, -5% in R, - 3% in current
(f) +10% in k, -10% in R, -12.5% in current

The Japanese Home Team performed the ITER design based on task agreements, in

the field of vacuum vessel, first wall and blanket, initial assembly, power supply and plasma

control, plant system, and so on. At the comprehensive design review meeting in October, the

Japanese Home Team proposed a new design for magnet, vacuum vessel, blanket, etc., that had

been elaborated through the investigation of technical and manufacturing feasibility . Almost all

of the proposals were accepted as a reference design.

As for the safety assessment of ITER, the general safety principles for the design and

safety assessment of fusion reactors including ITER were worked out and reported to JCT as a

Japanese first draft.
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3. Progress in the Engineering R&Ds

Negotiations on sharing of R&D and design tasks have been progressed and the

amount of the credit allocated to each home team reached 442 klUA, 30% of which was

assigned to Japan. Table VI.3-1 summarizes the ITER Technology R&D and the Japanese

share. Japan will take responsibilities in the construction of a CS model coil test facility,

development of a CS model coil, manufacturing and testing of a full-scale 1/20 sector of the

vacuum vessel, and the demonstration of the vehicle type remote maintenance system for blanket

module replacement.

4. Future Plan

The Interim Design Report will be prepared for presentation at the 8th ITER Council

to be held in July 1995. Major milestones of EDA can be seen in Fig. VI.4-1.
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VII. FUSION REACTOR DESIGN

1. Introduction

In FY 1995, improvement of fusion power reactor concept DREAM was performed

focusing on the reactor internals and safety. Concerning fusion safety, safety code developments,

and experiments of LOVA and ICE in fusion devices including ITER were carried out.

Cryoslal

2. Fusion realtor design

Fusion Power Reactor Concept DREAM was improved from the viewpoint of

maintenance, thermal efficiency and safety. A part of the reactor configuration of DREAM is

shown in Fig. VII.2-1. To enhance easiness regarding maintenance, a divertor cassette system

which can be drawn horizontally independently of the blanket module was adopted. The blanket

was partitioned into 12 modules in the toroidal direction. Each module can be drawn horizontally

for maintenance. The blanket module is composed of 3 layers, that is, a replaceable blanket, shield

I, and shield II, which allow the first two layers to be operated at high temperature of 900 °C and

last layers operated at 400 °C. Fuel

breeding is done in a replaceable

blanket. This year, 10 MPa

single helium cooling was

investigated and found to be superior

to the 5 MPa helium-SiC particles

suspension flow. The series

combination of the blanket and

divertor cooling system provides a

thermal efficiency of 42.3%. The

concept of a 500 MW gas turbine unit

was investigated. As a regards the

effect of low activation material,

silicon carbide was studied

concerning radioactivity and radiation

heat. The excellent behavior was

founded for maintenance and safety.

Poloidal
magnet

Vacuum door

Replaceable
blanket ..

Radiation
shield I,

Fig.VII.2-1. Reactor configuration of DREAM.
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3. Fusion safety

Research on loss of vacuum accident (LOVA) and ingress of coolant events (ICE),

concluded to be environmentally most influential events from the view point of safety analysis was

performed. Preliminary experiments on LOVA were carried out. The relation between breach size

and location, and replacement flow was obtained. ICE small-scale experimental equipment has

been designed and is now under construction. A schematic flow diagram of the ICE experimental

apparatus is shown in Fig. VII.3-1. The size of cylindrical vacuum vessel is 900 mm in diameter

and 600 mm in height. Data from these experiments are expected to contribute to verification of the

safety analyses codes and ITER safety considerations. ICE analysis of experimental apparatus was

done using the TRAC-BF1 code. The predictions of ICE vessel pressure and temperature were

carried out and safety of experimental equipment was verified.

A survey on tokamak dust source term in vacuum vessels of JT60, JET and so on was

performed. In addition, the methodology for dust removal was investigated and an electric

precipitator was selected which seems to be promising for removal of dust from a tokamak under

various operational states. Requirements for a dust removal system were preliminarily

determined. A laboratory principle test of the electric precipitator was performed using simulated

dust in a vacuum environment.

Concerning comprehensive safety evaluation methodology, the code was applied to the

problem of plasma transient events and thermal hydraulics of plasma facing components during

over-power event. The condition in which over-power transient of plasma was terminated

passively was clarified.

Boi le r
Air purge line

Ni gas bomb

Pressurized water system

Water _
injector

Heating wall

Window

Data acquisition system

Cooling water

Drain
Vacuum pump

Fig.VH.3-1. A flow diagram of the ICE apparatus.
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APPENDICES

A.1 Publication List (April 1994 - March 1995)

A.I.I List of JAERI reports (Fusion Facility)

1) Aikawa H., JAERI-Research 94-037, "A Transport Model of Ohmically Heated Tokamaks - 'Profile
Consistency" Revisited - (1994).

2) Akino N., Hoonoki T., et al., JAERI-Tech 94-031, "Helium Gas Evaluation with a Cryo-sorption Pump
Using an Argon Condensed Layer" (1994) (in Japanese).

3) Araki M., Ogawa M., Kunugi T., et al., JAERI-Tech 95-022, "Heat transfer experiments on the cooling
tubes for divertor plates under one-sided heating conditions" (1995).

4) Hashimoto T., Takalsu H., Sato S., el al., JAERI-Tech 94-009, "Development and Trial Manufacturing 1/2-
scale Partial Mock-up of Blanket Box Structure for Fusion Experimental Reactor" (1994).

5) Hiratsuka H., Miyo Y., Koike T., et al., JAERI-Tech 94-037, "Development of Piezoelectric Actuator Gas
Injection Valve for JT-60U" (1994) (in Japanese).
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A.2 Personnel and Financial Data
A.2.1 Change in number of personnel and annual budget (FY1988-1994)
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国際単位系 (81)と換算表

表 1 SIl占本IIH屯およひ:liIi助11¥位

r.t 名 I~; 記号

H: さ メートル m 

ロ fi¥ キログラム kg 

s!j 1m 秒 s 

iU 流 ア ンペア A 

効力学温度 ケ Jレピン K 

物質!.¥ モ ，¥， mol 

光 fJi カ ン デP ラ cd 
ー 一一一一 一一一一一 一一一一
平 岡角 ラジアン rad 

立体的 ステラジアン sr 

表 3 回iiの名称をもっsun立m位

1J¥ 名 f午 記号 他のSI表m現Il'L 
による

問 波 数 ，、 Jレ "/ Hz s-' 

)} ニュートン N m・kg/s'

LE }J 応力 パス カ ル Pn N/m' 

エネルギー.fI:'li.燃h¥ ジュ ー 2レ J N.m 

1: itl .欣司.)* ワ .， ト w J/s 

'，¥J気!.¥.市街 クーロン C A.s 

'，¥J{.'L. iUfE.起'j¥J)} ボ Jレ ト V 九，V/A

時 iU 2苦 !日 ファラド F C/V 

'，¥J 気 1l~ 統 オ i‘ Q V/A 

コンタ'クタンス ジーメンス S A/V 

磁 * ウ ェ-，..:. Wb V's 

磁 * '必 IJi ア ス 7 T 九，Vb/m'

インダクタンス へンリー H Wb/A 

セ ル シウス 1品IJi セルシウスl支 ℃ 

光 )，J! ルーメン 1m cd.sr 

Ol! l且 Jレ ク ス Ix Im/m' 

欣 Q.) 自巨 ，、tクレ Jレ Bq s-' 

R岐 収 線 lil グ レ イ Gy J/kg 

線 1，¥ 、当
"1 シーベ・ルト Sv J/kg 

'--

Ibr 

0.224809 

2.20462 

t8 1.虫 1Pn.s(N.s/mり~ 10P(ポアズ)(g/(cm.s)) 

助制度 1 m'/s~ 10・St(ストークス)(cm'/s) 

表 2 SIと{井mされる Ij¥位

名祢|記号

分.時.日

度.う}.抄

min. h. d 

表 5 SII~ lÍtim 

{自数 j喜朗Jlf J己 EJ

10'・エクサ E 
10日 ，、. タ P 
10日 ア 7 T 

10・ギ カ' G 

10' メ ガ「 M 

10' キ ロ k 

10' へクト h 

10' ア カ da 

10-' ア シ d 
10・2 センチ c 
10・3 、、、

町1

10-' 7 イクロ 11 

10-' ナ / n 
10-12 ピ コ p 

10・" フェムト

10-" I乙ート a 

(iD 

1. 衣 1-51:tr岡際11¥位系J第 5版.悶際

IJr!i¥衛局 1985"1;刊行による。ただし.1eV 

および 1uの他は CODA1'Aの 1986年推奨

/iliによった。

2. O/.( 4 IC:は海出，ノット ，7-lv，ヘクタ

ールも合まれているが日常の'l¥fiLなのでこ

こではi'i略した。

3. bnrは. JISでは流体の圧力を表わす瑚

合11:IIUり1.(2のカテゴリー11:分mされてい

る。

4. EC 1l!1/世1']'11会jtt令では bnr. bnrnおよ

ぴ rl!nll:の11¥仇JmmHgをlaのカテゴリ

ー11:入れている。

IE MPn(=lObnr) kgr!cm' nlm mmllg(1'orr) 1br!in'( psi) 

10.1972 9.86923 7.50062 x 10' 145.038 

}J 0.0980665 0.967841 735.559 14.2233 

0.101325 1.03323 760 14.6959 

1.33322 x 10-' 1.35951 x 10-' 1.31579 x 10・3 1.93368 x 10-' 

6.89476 x 10・3 7.03070 x 10" 6.80460 x 10・2 51.7149 
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1 eV=1.60218x 10→'J 

1 u = 1. 66054 X 10-27 kg 

表 4 SIとJtlCT>'i定的11:

維持される 11¥位

名 fお 3己 ロ弓

オングストローム A 
，、d ン b 

" Jレ bnr 

ガ Jレ Gal 

キ よ孟 Ci 

レントゲン R 

7 ド rnd 

レ i‘ rerrも

1 A~ 0.1 nm=IO-lOm 

1 b=100rm'=1O・28m2

1 bar=O.1 MPn~IO'Pa 

1 Ga1=1 cm/s'=10・'m/s'

1 Ci=3.7xIOIOBq 

1 R~2.58x 1O-'C/kg 

1 rad = 1 cGy = 10→Gy 

1 rem= 1 cSv~ 10-' Sv 

換 11 1.( 

エ J( =10' erg) kgr.m kW・h cal (.lf'liWi) Btu rt・1br eV 
不

Jレ 0.101972 2.77778 x 10・7 0.238889 9.47813 x 10-' 0.737562 G.24150xlO'8 
ギ

9.80665 2.72407 x 10・6 2.34270 9.29487 x 10-' 7.23301 6.12082x 10" . 
{l: 3.6 x 10' 3.67098 x 10' 8.59999 x 10' 3412.13 2.65522 x 10' 2.24694 x 10" 

4.18605 0.426858 1.16279 x 10-' 3.95759 x 10・3 3.08747 2.61272x 10同

熱r，t 1055.06 107.586 2.93072 x 10" 252.042 778.172 6.58515 x 10" 

1.35582 0.138255 3.76616 x 10-' 0.323890 1.28506 x 10→ 8.46233 x 10川

1.60218x 10伽" 1.63377 X 10-20 4.45050 x 10・" 3.82743 x 10-20 1.51857 X 10-22 1.18171 x 10・阿
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1 c且1~ 4.18605 J (，l!"W);) 

~ 4.184 J (熱化学)

~ 4.1855 J (15・C)
= 4.1868 J (国際蒸気去〉

/I:'II't1 1 PS (仏.H))J)

= 75 kgr.m/s 

= 735.499 W 
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